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THE DEFINITION QF_HEAJ)�CRE
It is difficult to define pain.

And it is-diff

cult to accurately define headache, except by saying
that it is pa�n in the head.

Headache is probably

the commonest and most universai of symptoms and y&t
as a diagnostic aid it has long been, for the most
part, of limited value. Because of its presence in the
majority of diseases,that:1nan is heir to, consideration
of it, as a symptom of a particular disease, has never
been practicable and its therapeutics has been disap
pointing.
This is priimarily true, I believe, because of the
confusion of ideas of the pathological physiology un
--derl7ing the production of the clinical symptom; head
ache. The history of our knowledge of headache reveals
in what a nebulous form concepts of its basic causative
mechanisms have been held from ancient times up to re
cent years •
. According to Crisp (l)and Gordon (2),who have re
viewed the ancient and medieval literature, the ancients
considered headache a disease.

The ancient Babyl.onians,

Persians, and their Hebrew successors considered head....::
ache a serious disease introduced from without by a spir
it or specific demon.

The-y agree~d with modern medical
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thought in excluding the brain as a seat of pain and
ascribed the cause to some patho1ogic -condition either
of the meninges or of some extracranial structure. aGal
en distinguished between intracranial and extracranial
headache.

The first he attributed to irritation of the

meninges; the second, to a pa-thologio condition of tiss
ues outside- the cranium.

The most important symptom of

intracranial headache is llp-airi at the root of the eye",
which he explained as being due to the continuity of
the tissues of the eyeball with the cerebral meninges.
This view was r�ferred to by leading- writers up to the
16th, 17th, and 18th cent,i-ries.
Willis (1621-1675), believed that pain depended
upon a "convulsion or corruga-t;;ion of the nerves".
A school of thought which includes many eighteenth
century physician�, stressed the_ locality of the pain
as suggestive of the c'ause and patholGgic condition; as
headache is most frequent in the frontal region they be
lieved that the trouble is in-�he upper air passage or
in the membr�ous lining of the frontal sinuB.
Heberden (3), in 1818, declared that headache app
ears to be seated in the brain itself.
The weight of much modern opinion with regard to
the causation and pathology ef hea<lache has still in
clined to the view of the Greek masters.
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Collins (4), .lrUl873,. considered pain in the

head�to be due to extracranial irritation, particul
larly spasm of the occipito frontalis muscle.

Clarlc

{5), in 1919, maintained that headache was not due to
,::ipressure on the dura., but rather is caused oy direct
vasomotor action on the cerebral and meningeal vessels.
However, Dawson(6), in 1927, endorsed the old Galenic
theory of tension, explaining that· the origin of pain
lies in the structures sensitive to pain, which he be
lieved were the du.ra and its extensions, the anterior
two-thirds of the scalp, supplied by the trig�minal
nerve, and the posterior region of the scalp and the
dura or the posterior f
. ossa, which are supplied by the
upper cervical nerves.
Cobb (7), in 1929, believed the derangement of the
normal circulatory balance, such as a temporary vaso
dilitation during the rise of systemic arterial press
ure, followed by foroeful vasoconstriction is the cause
of headache.
It ·is evident, then, that theories have been numer
ous and widely divergent concerning the mecbanism of
h�adache.

It has been impossible to study headache ex

perimentally in animals, and therefore laboratocy inve§tigation has been seriously limited. Within recent
years, however, direct investigative work performed on

•
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man and histological studies have thrown light upen the
mechanism of numerous types of headache.

The i:m:plicat-·

ions that have been.made a.re as iniporta.nt to the clin
ician, whe trea�s headache daily, as t� the neurologist •
. While at the present time it appears hepeless to reduce
these various headaches to a common d�nominator of basic
neurophysiologieal mechanisms, an attempt will be made
to show, in the remainder of this thesis, the advance�
be1ng made in several fields of investitation and var
ious conclusions that may be drawn from this work at the
present time.
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II. THE �N�TOMIC AND PHYSIOLOGIC B�SIS FOR PAIN IN
THE HEAD
If headache _implies a generalized pain deep within the skull, then there must be a pain mechanism cap
able of being stimulated.

The presence of headache

also implies that the $nd-or�an3 of pain that a.re stim
ulated transmit their impulses to conscious centers
within the cerebral mass by definite pathways capable
of ca.rryi{l,,g t-his type of sensation.

p-ort

Lannander (8), in 1909, was one of the first to re
that the intracranial contents are no� equally sen

sitive to pain.

The dura mater was found to be relative

ly insensitive te incision, thermocautery, and faradie
current.
Mitohell (9), in 1907, made the same observation
and found that when the brain cortex itself was touched,
with gauze and with instruments, there was ne ·sensation
whatever.
This l�aves, then, the meninges andthei"' rechiplic�
ations, their contained blood vessels, and some of the
cranial nerves, as the Gnly sensitive structures in
the skull cavity.
St8hr (10), in 1922, showP-d that the leptomeningss
and cheroid plexus are richly supplied with nerves or1g�
inat�ng in large P.art from the 3rd, 6th, 9th, 11th, and
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12th cranial nerves, as well as nerve fibers coming
directly from the pons and medulla, and a few from the
nerves of.the blood vessels.

The pia at the base of the

brain is more �fchly innervated than that over the con
vexity.

The choroid plexus of the 4th ventricle receiv

es fibers from the 9�h and 10th nerves, and, rarely, dir
ect1y from the upper spinal cord and medulla.
Penfield and McNaughton (11) have shown that the
principle sensory nerves of cerebral dura mater are the
5th and 10th cranial nerves, as welL as sympathetic peri�
vascular fibers, and smaller branches arising possibly
from the 9th and 12th cranial nerves.

Sensory fibers of

the trigeminal supply cerebral dura everywnere except
the posterior cranial fossa.

Dura of the posterior fossa

i,s innervated chiefly by branches from the vagus.
No less complicated than the innervation of the men
inges is that of their vessels.
McNaughton{l2) has found abundant anatomical evid
ence of a nerve supply to dural, pial, and intracerebral
blood vessels.
sinuses.

Nerves are also found in walls of dural

The nerve supply com�ists of vasomoto� fibers

derived f�om the cervical sympathetic trunk, together
with fine branches from certain of the cranial nerves.
The cranial nerve branches to the dural vessels and
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sinuses �ome mainly :from the trigeminal, with smaller
branches from the 9-th, }0th, and 12th nerves.

Middle

:meningeal arteries carry fibers from the third division
of the -tr1geniinal and less constant fibers from the sec
�nd di�ision •

.Meningeal nerves tend to follow main art

erial branches lying in the outer layer of the dura next
to the a?"tery itself' ., or separated by acc-ompanying dural
veins.
The branches to the pial and intracerebral vessels
includ� a parasympathetic branch from the �th ., and fine
branches from most of the other cranial nerves.
-Welff {13) traced both myelinated and unmyelinated
nerves supp1ying intracrantal blood vessels.

Only a rew

gangiion cells were observed along the vessels of the�

·1-

central nervous system, although peripheral nerve fibers
may be traced alpng the vessels of the medulla ., pons,
midbrain, diencephalon ., cortex, and the vessels of the
pia and choroid plexus.
Tb.at all the parts of the coverings of the brain
a.re net .equally sensitive to various types of sti�t..
ion has been mentioned above.
Leake, Loevenhart, and Muehlberger (14) ., in 1927 .,
after studies on man and lower anima1s ., showed that
cranial blood vessels are pain sensitive structures ., cap�
able under special circumstances (dilation after the ad
minlstration of glyceryl trinitrate) of giving rise to
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headache.

In anesthetized· dogs far·adlc stimulation will

cause reflex augumentation of breathing, when applied to
pial vessels, but not when applied ts mening�s between
vessels or to brain tissue:i:-.

Fay (15) (16) ma.de observations on the sensitivity

of the brain and coverings in over 200 cranial explorat101s with dur.a exposed under l-0cal anesthesia.

Electr.i

cal s timulation, irritation, cutting or manipulation of
the dura 0ver almost the entire surface
without pain in hi� experience.

0�

the dura were

But the large branches

of the middle cerebral artery, if subjected to stimuli,

bring forth a definite response of pain, usually local
ized deep in the temporal region and behind the eyes.
Sti..-r1ru.lation of internal car0tid arter1es, the Circle of
Willis, anterior middle andpost-erior cerebral arteries
cause sensations of pain similar to localized headache.
Section of the trigemina.l root doesr.ri.ot destx.,oy resp.;>nses
t0 pain in dura.J.. vessels.

Fay concluded that the p-ain

mechanism responsible for headache is situated on the
arterial vascular tree, and headache mus_t be interpreted

in terms of the physiology of vascular changes in vol

u�e, pressure, and p&sition.
Th.at the brain ventr1el-es, espe.cial.ly the third,
can ne·the site e;,f o.rigin Qf p-.a.inful stimuli and headache
has been mentioned by some.
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Elsberg (17) is convinced that, except for the
meningeal vessels, the dura is insensitive and can be
stretched, pulled, or distended to a maximum: by inject
ion of fluid underneath it without causing pa.in or head
ache.

Sudden alterations of intraventricular pressure,

by removal of fluid or injection of air, can produce a
typical headache, which sugg�sted the importance of in
traventricular pressure in headaches which do not·cencern
the dura..
Head (18) declares that the most remarkable feature
of disturbances in the fune-tion of the thalamic is not
loss of sensation but an excessive respqnse to affective
stimuli.
This was held te be significant by Elsberg and South
erland (19), in that it is, then, not necessary for aff
erent pain impulses te reach the cerebral cortex before
they �ke themse_lves felt in consciousness, the thalamus
being in itself sufficient fer the perce2tl0n of pain.
The thalami form p.arts of' the walls ef the later.al and
third ventricles, and any change in the conditions of
pressure jn these cavities weu.ld be readily transmitted
to the structures which form their walls.

They thought

that if the thalami play a part in the mural mechanism of
headache, that changes of pressure,such as occur in en�
ce-pha.10-graphy, within the :ventF..d.d.les mayrbe:cr sign!f➔·-

,•
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icance.

There is recent evidence of the function of the cer
ebral vasomotor nerves which at one time were not believ
ed 1mpertant in the control of cerebral circulation.
Levine and Wolff (20)' stimulated the larger pial
arteries and surrounding pia of cats with faradie curr
ent and caused galvanic skin responses.

The existence

ef such refl�s made it seem likely that there a.re abund
ant afferent nerves in the p1a.

And since this type e� -

response wa.s elicited ahie:tly by pain.fu.-1 stimuli, 1 t was
inferP�d that the large pial arteries, when adequately
stimulated, can give rise to painful sensations.
The pathway of vasod1lato� and vasoconstrictor im
pulses have been traced by Ghorobski and Penfield (21).
Some vasoconstrictor nerve �ibers pass te the cerebral
vessels via the cervicai sympathetic nerves.

Tb.e afferent

arm for vasodilator fibers is by way of the va.gus �6 the
medulla, leaves by way of the facial nerve, travels as
far as the genieulate ganglia, and then along the great
er superficial petrosal nerves to reach the internal car
otid arteries.
The couse of afferent pathways from the pial and
the cerel;>,ra11 blood vessels has not been directly estab..
lished but Clark(22) observed nerve fibers connecting
directly with the brain stem or the spinal cord, as well
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as with various cranial and spinal nerve.roots, which
reached these vessels and their branches.
Penfield (23}, after intensive investigation found
that 1) the dural sinuses are sensitive to pressure,
traction, heat and electrical stimulation, 2) cerebral
vessels are insensitive except occasionally for a trib
ut�ry vein just be�ore it enters a dural sinus or a vess
el low in the Sylvian fissure, 3) the only type ef sens-
ation which can be produced from within the cranlai cavi
ty is interpreted by the subject as pain or pressure, and
4) pain due to stimulation of meningeal arteries is well
localized by the patient to the region stimulated and is
often sharp.

•.

Pain derived from the dural sinuses is us-

ually referred: From the straight and transverse sinuses
the pain is rererred forward toward the ipsilateral eye.
From the 8Uperio� longitudinal sinus p�in is referred to
the frontal region, usually lateralized to the side of
pressure.

From· the longitudinal sinus pain may be refer

red to the temple, or occasionally to the top of the head.
Traction on the-veins gives rise to pain typical of stim
ulation of the sinus in question.
Penfeld concluded that when the cause of headache
is intracranial, the yain must arise directly or indir
ectly in one of the sensitive intracranial areas just
described.
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�enfield and McNaughton (11) state that reference
of pain from the posterior fossa is apt to be to the ip
silateral mastoid and neck, or occiput and posterio� neck.
Ray and Wolff ( 24 )� af'ter .surveying the 11t-era ture

and after intensive investigations of their own�sunnnar
ize the sensitivity to pain of the cranial structures
as follows:
l. Of the �issues covering the cranium all are more
or less sensitive to pain, the arteries being especially
so.

2. Of the intracranial structure·s, the great venous
sinuses arul their venous tributaries from the surface of
the brain, parts of the dura at the base, the dural art
eries and the cerebral arteries at the base of the brain,

internal carotid arteries, �asil,ar and vertebral arteries,
the fifth, ninth, and tenth cranial nerves, and the upper
three cervical nerves are sensitive to pain.
3. The cranium (including the diploic and emissary
veins), the parenchym.a of the_ brain, most of the dura,
most of the pia-arachnoid, the ependymal lining of the
ventricles and the choroid plexuses,�� sensitive to
pa.in.
Stimulation of the pain sensitive intracranial struct
ures on or above the superior surface of the tentorium
cerebelli resulted in pain in various regions in front of

a line drawn ver��eally from the ea�s across t�e
of the head.

top
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The pathways for this pain are cGntain-ed

in the fifth cranial nerve.
Stimulation of the pain sensitive intracranial
structures on or below the inf-eri�r surface o.£ t;he. tent
orium cerebelli resulted in pain in va�ious regions be
hind the line just described.

The pathways for th�s

pain are contained chiefly in the ninth and tenth cran
ial nerves and the upper three cerviea1 nerves.
At operative exposure of intrae�.anial contents,
Kunkle, Ray, and Wolff (25) obtained data or- the intra
cranial pairi sensitive structures, wh�ch may be the
sources of headache, and thea� are summarized in the
diagram on page 14.
This diagram. shows tp.e difficulti-es in any attempt
to -use headache as a loce.lizing sign ef intrae2:anial

disease� since lesions of remotely se-parated struc ture.s

within the skull often cause fieadach:e in the same areas.
Ray and Wolff (24) have formulated six basic mech
anisms of headache frem intracranial sourees�
l. TractiQn on the veins pas�ing te the venous
sinuses from the cerebral cortex and displacement e� the
·venous sinuses.
a. Pain is felt in the front, top, and sides
of the head.
b. Pain due to traction Trom brain tumors,

14.

ffl

l •.Middle mningul artery
2. ln:ternal carotid art.e.ry
,... Middle cere-bral ar_t..ry
4. Middle cerebral'vein
5. Veins of Labbe'
CS:. Sa&ittal. 'sinus-anterior

1///1

t·

�
1. Internal car-ot- id artery
2. An�.rioi- cere-bral .artecy
3� Middle cerebral arter,
4.- Dural floor-ant.. fosea
5.- Cavernous sinus
6. Sagitte.l sinue
7. Distention later&l ventricle
8. Tento-r.ium cerebelli-euP4t"rtor
9.. Tran�v•rs- e sinua-eUp. 1aurf.
10. Straight. sinus
ll. Torcula? Herphili

l.
2�
;.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sagitta.l sinus

anterior ½ incl.
tributary veins
Mucosa ot aphenoid sin.ue

�\\. Internal auditory artery, ·
Dilre. surrounding internal
auditory meatus

.1:.
2.
7•
-4.
5.
6.

Petroaal vein
Dural floor-post.. foesa
Pont.He arwry
Internal e.udito:ey-- art.sq
TentoriUill cerebell1-inf�
Transvera. sinua-- inf. eutf.
7. Straight sinus
8. Sigmoid sinus
9. Ninth &. tenth cranl:a1: n.

ni.ra1 fl�t. foeeo.•
Poste-rior. .moni�al artaiy
Poet.-inf. cerebella� artery!
Vertebral artery
Basilar art.ry:
Oc;c-ipital sinue
Se co-nd &'., third c:ra.nnial n. -

SUMMARY"OF INTRAORANIAL PAIN S£NSITIVE STRUCTURES WHICH MAY·
BE THE SOURCES�OF HEADACHE IN THE VARIOUS: MAIN.DIVISIONS
-OF THE HEAD.·
__..
(after Kunkle, -R�y, arid Wolff)

lumbar puncture ,pneumo ... encepha��-,
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2. Traction on the middle meningeal- arteries.
a. P�in ref�rred te eye and back to ear.
b. Pain due to dural, extradura.l. tumors.
5. Traction on 1a�� art�ries at the base of,the
braim.and·cerebrai branches-eircle of W1111a�
a. Pain, due to sella:::.,tureica, frontal lobe, or
·-· · -corpus c.-a1losum lesions, around the eye.
b. 'E1-gb.th nerve tumors cause pain a.pout the
4. Distension and dilation o.f intraerantal and ex
tracran1a1 arteries.
a. Chemical agents such as histam�ne, ainyl1�itr:f:te.
b. Migraine

c. Fever and septicemia
d. �rtension
e. Post-:epileptic headaches

ive

5. Inflammation in or about any er the pain sensit

structures of the brain-�such as seen in meningitis,

subaraehnoid hemorrllage, meningeal tumor1'•
:6 ... Direct tumor pressure on crania.1 and cervical
nerves containing pain afferent fibers from the head.
Intracranial diseases �!JU.ally eause headache through
more than one of these meehanisms and bl{ involving more
than one pain sensitive stru.ctu.re�

].:6

SUffie:1..ent histolegica1 and physiological evidence
has become available, then, to enable one to correlate
the structures and pathways involved in cau�ing pain in
the head.

Brie�ly one may say

that the cranial patn

sensitive structures are the·venous sinuses, the dural,
internal carotid, basilar and vertebral arteries, cere
bral arteries and parts of the dur� at the base, and the
trigeminal, glossopharyngeal, vagus, and upper cervicaJ.
nerves.

Pathways for aupratentorial structures are in

the trigeminal; :for in:fratenterial structures pa.t:tiway�
are in the ninth and tenth cranial nerves and upper three
cervical nerves.

Traction, displace:ip.ent, distension and

inflammation of pain sensitive structures are ch4:•ff:r
responsible for headache.
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III. MECHANISMS OF HEADACHE
A. Pa in Associated With Intracranial Pressure Changes
There ha� l0ng been contradictory speculation

concerning the mechanisms.of er.arnial, patn caused by
extremely low or high cerebrospinal fluid pressures.
Headache following lumbar puncture was soon recog
nized as a common complication.

In 200 cases Nelson

(26) found ah incid&nce ef 20�.

G0odman (27) feels it

occurs in as high a.s 10% to 50.%--- the high percentage
found in t hese patients who are ambulatory after the
tap.

Dana (28} in 1917 stated that a pathegnomonic

feature of postpuncture head1.che is that it is almost
always relieved by lying down, reappearing when the
erect posture is resumed.

.....

It has no significant relat

ion t� sex, weight, temperament, amount of fluid with
drawn, and initial pressures ef the spinal fluid, acc9rd:ing to Nelson (26).

In fact, Dattner and ThQlltas,(29}

have stated that headaches occur more frequently in
patients with normal spinal fluid than in those whose
fluid indicate some pathologic process in the central
nervous system.

However, they found the headache seem

ed to increase in severity by withdrawing large amounts
of spinal fluid.
The pathogenesis of postpunctur.s headache has been
studied and cla.rifi.ed in recent yea.rs.

Sicard !3.0) in _
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1900 was one of the first to assume that there was a
leakage ef the c.erebrosp1nal fluid into surreunding
tissues after lumbar puncture, from the hole made in
the dural sac. This theery of leakage of the cerebro
spinal fluid has found wide acceptance.
Goedman {27) has stated that the nerm.al cerebr•
spinal fluid d�•s net clet and the needle wound in the
inelastie dura he1Lls slewly. Leakage of fluid through
the needl• wound is considerable and continues for a
long time. He does not believe that the original loss
of fluid through the tap can account fGr the headache,
�or the fluid is rapidly regenerated and the typical
discomfort does net develop until several hours have
elapsed, or until the fellowing day.

Ingvar {31) injected methylene blue 1n�o the lat

eral ventricles o� f•ur cadavers with previws lumbar

punctures and found a considerable amount of blue fluid
in the lumbsi epidural tissue. He felt that there is a
higher pressure inside the lumbar dura.l sac than in the
lumbar epidural area leading te continueus leakage.
Thia was cenfirmed by Heldt and Moloney (32)
and by Shepp• (33}. They found that at times the
pressurEt in the epidural space may be extremely low
or even markedly negative.
Since the normal cerebrc,spina-1. fluid pressure
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is ab0ut 70-190 mm. of water in the recumbent pesi
tion and doubled on standing erect+ the pressure
relationships between the intradural and extradural
spaces allows for leakage until an equilibrium is
reached or until the dural wound closes.
Ossipow (34) in 1901 found that after �are�tly
drawing eff the spinal fluid of d0gs a hyperemia
eccurred in the meningeal, cerebral and cord vessels.
This seemed to indicate, t0 him, that sufficient leak
age f$l�owing lumbar puncture results in emptying of
the basal subarachneid spaces, a drying of ,. 'the meninges,
and a consequent intense hyperemia. He felt that
meningeal hyperemia may be an important etiological
factor in the pr�duct'ion of the headache. Reichmann
{35) and Kasahara (36) concurr in this belief.

Stillwell (37), after studying the headache
following 751 cases of lumbar anesthesia, felt that
th•re,were twe types: a mild headache, caused by re
duced intraspinal pressure follewing leakage of �luid _
frem site of puncture; and a sav&re headache1due to

incn•ased intracranial pressure, probably because of
irritation of the spinal m.enl1ra.nes by the anesthetic
or foreign material. He found that the lat·ter type
responded to hypertonic saline.
Nelson (26) confirmed the experiments o·r Jacobaeus
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and Frum.erie (38). These authors agreed that between
the time of spinal puncture and onset of postpuncture
headache a remarkable fall in spinal fluid pressure
takes place. Nelson t.__it that if the spinal cord was
no longer bueyed up by fluid (due to drainage) as
n0rmally, it weuld exert downward traction on the
brain and metiinges, resulting in pain. Dana (28}
said that this traction would cai:t:rse an irritation of the
dural f1b&rs of the fifth cranial and occipital nerves.
This was a1so stated by Greene (39),."' But Masserm.ann
and Schall•r (40) found that in human cadavers there was
no evidence of tentorial, medullary er cerebellar
mevemant under any experimental variations in sub
aracbnoid1lt��a pressure. They ceuld ne� produce de

scent of the cerebellum or medulla into the fora.men

m,agnum by hydredynamics means alone. They suggested the
possibility that rapid decompression of high intra
cranial tension may cause cerebral cellular da.mage
and edema and CtlUse o.erebral or bulbar, �tems.
Ingvar (31) suggested that spinal decompres·seion
from lumbar puncture may lead to increased rate of'
preduction of cerebrespinal fluid. And Adler (41)
has

si."lm

that a lowered spinal fluid pressure in

creases the rate of formation of the cerebrospinal
fluid by th� choroid plexus. Thus bhere develops what
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might be spoken of as an acute choroidorrhea or imternal
hydr$cephalus.

Kennedy (42) stated that this secretion

of fluid does not cease immediatel7 �fter the puncturs
has become sealed off and thus the condition 0f increas
ed intracra.n1al Pimsion arises.
MacRobert (43) explained the inereased intracran
ial pressure in another way.

He theuiuit that the weight

of the brain against the basilar plexus of veins and oth
er veins impeded the blood flow from th9 skull--th-e re
sulting congestion causing a rise o� venous pvessure and
hence a sudden rise in intracran-ial pressure.
Dattner and Thomas {29) felt that neither the leak
age theory non the meningeal theory alone explain the
reactions, but both help ta preduce changes in the eydro
dynamics of the central nervous system.

They further be

lieve that reflex responses of the vasomotor system
have an important part in effecting such alterations.

In

some cases there may actually� an edema of the

meninges or of the bra.in.
Kunkle, Ray, and Welff (44) regularly ind�ced
headache in normal" erect human subjects by the .free
drainage of appreximat.ely 20 cc. of cerebrospinal fluid.
Dra-inage headache was . reduced in int-en
- sity by the intrathecal injection of saline and
the cerebrospinal .fluid volUl'lle.

the restoration of
The in-tensity of the
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heada�he was reduced in the recumbent position.

In its

response to changes in posture, headache was shown to be
independent of the estimated intracranial pressure.

The

intensity was usually augmented during distention of
intracranial veins secondary to bilateral jugular com
pression.
In a subject wh@ had previously had section of the
roots of the fifth and ninth cervical nerves, all on
one side, induced drainage headache was absent ever the
homolateral frentotemporal area.

This indicated that

the afferent impulses from the frQntal poPtion of the
area e� drainage headache traverses the fifth �ranial
nerve.
The usual variety of p$stpuncture headache is simil
ar in type, reaetions, andmschanism.te drainage headache.
It was :thus· i.rlferrt!id:.that be.th drainage and postpuncture
headache are caused pr�rily by "traction by the brain
on various pain-sensitive structures which anchor it to
the cranium; dilatation of some of th�se structures, the
intracran1al veins, and jncrease in bl-0od volume are
suggested as joint factGrs in the augmented traction
which follows

drainage or 1-eakage of fluid".

Uncommon

ly, postpuneture he�dache was believed by these workers
to result from a sterile meningitis.
Although headaches have long been known to be assoc-
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1ated with increased intracranial pressure it has never
been proven that they are due directly te the increased
pressure itself.
Kunkle, Ray, and Walff (42} found that elevation
of intracranial pressure in normal human subjects t& ab
nGrmally high levels failed to cause headache.

They re

ported a case in which a headaehe�homolate�al to '. th8 les
ion in a patient with a tumor of the brain was induced
by 1ewer1ng

the intracranial pressure, but could not

be induced by elevation of the pressure te the high lev
el of 550 mm.

Hence, in the produetion of headache, they

did not feel that increased intracranial pressure is
either·a prime or essential factor.
From the above investigations and theories present
ed it SP.ems evid0nt ·that headache associated with in
creased or d8creased intracranial pressure result's from
traction on or displacement of pain-sensitive intra
cranial structures regardless of the specific cause and
independent of pressure changes per se.
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B. Pain in Intracranial Tum.ors
Bra1n tumors often cause headaches.

The pain_has

seemingly little relation to the site of the tumor,
and has been judged as being of little localizing

value and merely a general manifestation of increased
innracranial pressure.
mechanism has

In recent years this causative

been questioned and the localized value

of headache conaid�red anew.
Fli.nt (..1.5), in 1868, epitomized the consensus of
opinion when he wrote that, "Pain in the head {in
patients with bra•n tumor) is frequently limited to
a circumscribed space, but the locality may not corres
p�nd ta the site of the tumor.

The pain, however, is

generally- on the side of the head corresponding to the
situation of tl).e tumor andis referr-ed to the occiput
if' the tumor be situated 1n or upon the cerebellum."
Brain (46) found the localizing value of headach�s
·was very slight.

Dowman and Smith {47) stated that, al

though headiche occurred in Bl� of 100 veri�ied intra
cranial tumors, and of-ten was the first symptom no"ted,
the location of- the headache seemed to have little relat
ion to the site of th8 tumor.
Lewy (48), in_ studying the localization e-f intra.
cranial lesions, found that- the majority of' brain tum
Grs exhHi1 ting are9.s �f hyperpathia. o f the sc-al:p were
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turners above, at,

er just belew the surface of th•

bra.in, 0ften involving the meninges di_rec:tly or in
directly or indirectly. This was also true of abscess
es, chronic subdural hematoma, arachnitides, and
meni�geal scar formations if they are situated
above, at, or just belew the brain surface.
In an analysis of 72 patients Kunkle, Ray, and
Wolff(25) found the headaches were of relatively
little use in the localization of the cranial lesions
because the headaches may be far from the tumors.
Hewever, they formulated certain concepts of brain
tumor headaches which may aid in localization. AlT
though the headache is usually referred it everlies
the tumar in one third of all patients. When·papill
edema is absent the headache overlies the tumor in
two thirds of such patients, and in all such patients
when the h1'ada.che is unilateral. Posterior fossa twnQrs
almost always cause headache, but headache is often
not present in supratentorial tumors. The headache
of pesterior fossa tumors are almost always occipital
and are usually the first symptom of the tumor. Cere
belle-pttntine angle tum.ors comm.only cause postauricular
he�daehe. One third of supratentorial turners have
headache as the first .sympt0m and it is rarely occipital
unless papilledema is pr-esent. F:l!e.n..t.4�. �Q.nci :etcc_f¢1l.ti.l
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he.adaches, tegi&ther, have littl

1-,;,cal..izing y�l.u,e.

Continuous headaches are 0£ greater value in localizat
ion than intermittent hee.daches.
Studies on the facter

or intracranial pr�ssure

and �h• mecha�ism of th� he�daehs asseciat d �ith
brain tumer have net o&en clariried.until rec•nt years.
Bra.in ( 46)

:�(J��

that ttll:lWr h•-adache was due to

abnormal dural tensl0n resulting from pressure ef th•
tun,.or itsel.r-.

But since- th-e --dura can be- :,subjected te

a constant t•nsi-on; absve -the n@rma.l, wi theut re sultin.g
in a headache he-� f-t1lt -that th� dura is sensitive totension.
Peet {4_9) :fal-t t·1at h�adn.che=s associated· with pit
uitary -tumor$: were pre-b-ab
. l:y- clue te i��e-apsuls.r J)ress
ure, at first; 1-a:ter , aft-er ma..rked visual ehanges Gccu,r,
they were d'lJ$ tea med�rat• g��rtj increase in

intra�

cranial nr�ssurce ,- seconda.cy: to p�tial or -c��plete- oblit' sratic:m of the cist-erna: chia.sm1s, with r-e-sulting block
to the circulatien �r cer-9hrEupinal fluid over ·the £-r:9nt
-a.cl and parietal re �ions • .
Nerthfield (50) observed that tumor headaches
were made worsa .;,y :S1.i_4den gti�g• ef pestur.a-;_ Move-
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.ment of the head on the neck is liable te increase
or precipitate headache, especially when pain ia in
the back of the head. Pa.in in the neck, ass�ciated
with muscular spasm, is most severe when the tumor
is l�w in the posterior fossa forming a tengue which
plugs the foramen magnum. The muscle spasm is pro
bably caused by the pressure of tum�r or, the cere
bellar tonsils en the pest,rier roots of the upper
cervic�l nerves. Nerthfield found that the incidence
of headache ts the initial symptom in cases of veri
fied intracranial tumor �a ill3lrailiews:

in 36 out ef 1oo·unselected cases -------- 36�
t1
O
" "
9 cases ef acoustic
neurinema------------- 0%

"

II

II

10

II

If

13

If

II

"

5

II

8

II

ti

7

II

"

-----------

12 other cases e:r posterior
fessa tumor
337 cases of cerebral gliema.-14 cases of cerebral
meningioma-----------28 cases •f frontal lobe
turner----------------17 cases 0f temper.al lohe
tumor---- -------------

This suggested that headache

ii }��:J.1-'J

83%.

35�
36%
29�

41�

te precede

ether symptoms in which tumor, by reason of its lo
cation, tends te impede the flow of cerebrespinal
fluid through the ventricular system. In acoustic
tumor1because of the intimate relation to cranial
nerves,focal signs usually precede headache.

In 102 cases of tumor Northfield found that in
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63 cases the spinal pressure exceed�d the normal of
100-200 mm. of R20.

In 39 cases pressures were less

than 200 mm., and in 16 cases pressure was less than 100
mm •••

lfflany cases with normal or subnormal pressure had

severe head�ehe.

In many patients with high intracran

ial pressure headache my be absent.

This seemed to

sigpify that the absolute value o� intracranial pressure
bore no relation to the presence or �bsence of headache,
Bailey, Buchanan, and Bucy (51), after studying intra

cranial tumors inlchildren, concluded that tumor pain

was inducctd by increased intracrania1 tension as the re
sult of tension upon the dura mater irritating the nerves
accompan�ing the blood vessels of that structure. They
�greed with Brain that since all sensory end organs and
nerve fibers tend to adapt to a constant stir'1lllus,consid
erable increased intracranial pressure may be present·
with little or no discomfort to the patient.
Pickering (52) said that tumor headache is frequent
ly abolished by decompression and often can be relieved
by intravenous or rectal injection of hypertonic sol.ut.�
ions.

This seemed to $11.P-P�rt_the hyp�thesis that pain

was due to s�retch1ng of the parietal dura by raised
intra.cranial p�essure.

But Pickering, himself, doubted

this, for 11� e01i1ld net s&.e how the pal:'ietal dura was �
supposed to become stretched, for it is well supported
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by a rigid cranium..
Kunkle, Ray, and fiol.ff (25) .found headache to be
almost as co:rn,�on an occurrence without increased intra
cranial pressure as when it wts nresent.

Reduction of

the pressure, if it w�s incrsased,·did not always re
lieve the headache.

Thlring surgery the headache can

be artificially preduced by t·raction or displacement of
pain-sensitive structures about the tum.or, which were
usually the large arteries, veins and venous ainuses,
and certain cranial nerves.

rhis seemed to �ndicate

that 1ntracran1al pressure, 1.f increased, was nvt dir
ectly

responsible for tum-or headache�

'i'Unlvr headaches with normal intra.c ra.nia.l pr es sures
were explained as being due to local traction by the
tumor on neighbering pain-sensitive structur�s,

Wh•n

increased intracra.nia.l pressure occurs distant traction
by extensive displacement of the brain, due to the tum
or itself,_ or indirectl,y to internal hydrocephalus, is
the cause of' the hea.a.a.ch-e.

It appears, then, that head

ache has little specific loca.112:irig value.

But certain

concepts as formulated by Kunkle and his associates can
be used which. when c001bined with other signs and sympt
oms-,may aid in localizing the brain tumor. Tumors pro
duce pain by tr1ction u�on pain-sensitive structures,
locally or distantly, the latter due to cranial displacement or indirectly- to internal hydrocephalus.
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C. His:tamin• Headache Arid Its Association With F�ver
And Septicemia.
In recent- 7ears pha�acological data has been ob-
tained that ha.s aided in ::in understanding of the pathe
genesis of headaches.

The effect of histamine upon the

cerebrovascular system is deserving of special attention
since histamine headache is common and can be �ubjected
to experimental analysis in man.
Flushing of the face and throbbing headaeli• in man
due·to histamine was reperted by Harm.er andliarris (53)
in 1926.

Gushing (54) referred to the headache p:POduced

by the intraventricular injection of histamine in man.
Lee (55), 1n 1925, reported histamine in eth.erizEid
dogs and cats did n�t affect the diameter of the cerebral
vessels, and caused a �all in cerebrospinal �luid press
ure.

Ferbes, Wolff, and Cobb (56) expla�ned this by

showing that under ether the vessels are already dilat
ed to a maximum degree, andhistamine has no effect.
Th-ey .found that intravenous injections cause� great
dilatation of pial vessels in spite of a coinc1d$nt fall
in systemic blood pressure, and a rise in systemic
venous and cerebrospinal .fluid pressure.

Dilatation

of cerebral vessels continues for a sh@rt time after
arterial pressure has begun to return to normal, which
indicated that cerebral flow is nroba.bly greatest when
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the systemic arterial pressure has ascended to norm.al
e.f'ter its initial drop.
Picker�ng ( 52) corroborated t1ie usual chantses
seen after histamine---a fall in systemie blood press
ure, a rise in cerebr0spinal flui-d pressure, and a rise
in intracranial pressure as noted throu.gh cranial defects
in three patients.
to :dilatatian

oy

He attributed the pressure inereasos

histamine of the cerebral blood vessels.

He noted that the headach• develcpes as th�se pressure
�hanges subside, evidently dus to a mechanical distent
ion resulting from, and residual to1the action
amine.

Pain seemed to origiD:ate

from

er hist

structures supp

lied by the trig�ina.1 nerve, since histamine �eada.ch•
is usua�ly confined to the normally innervated side in
patients With unilateral trigemrnal sec-tion.

Pickerii}g

concluded that pai� was due to st.retching of sensitive
structures close to meningep .arteries. frem perivascu1.:.
ar edema, er to a persistent widening or the a.r.teries.
He refuted the idea that brain expansion caused headache
by tension on vascular maninges, or by ventricular dist-:
ention.
Clark, Hough, a.nq Welff (57) conrirmed Pickering's
belief that stretching of the··;meninges, as a result ef
a great increase in intrac�anial pressure, is net an
iJ11portant factor.

The intensity of

,t;:g:e:

headache is.
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proporti0na1

the degree of d1�a�tien an4� stre��hing

�Q

�f intracranial v�sse1s andp�ivaseu1ar tissue, which is
dependent upen the amplitude

�r

intracranial pulsations.

The :rise or a_ystemic blood pres:Sure after its fall in

die tes that at least ·a p�rtion or the totai vaso-ular
bed is eonstrict!l.ng.

Hcowever, since -the cerebral vess

els :remain dila,ted -for a short time, the c�re-bra1. flow
is increased.

After histamine, the .afferent linpu.J.ses

arising fr-0m the dl.i.tend�d vesse·ls increase in number
with e-aeh systole, a.re dir-ectly transmitted to sensory
end organs-, .and inte.r_p�t..ed: a-s pa.in.

They founc;r tbat

headaches similar in m:-�.chanism are p--roduced by such
vasedilaters as amyl nitrft-e, carbon m.onexid�, and
for�ign protein.

�•Y thqug.h_'I; it like.lye that there

were· other exog-eneus -and �ndQg�n�1s-�gents that act in
tne. same way.
From evidence :ef others and from :experimental
studies of their own, Schumach$r, 1Ray, and Welff 158)
-µ.a:ve conc.lud:ed that the cer-ebral arteries are the chi&f'
contributors to the pain e_f histamine- headache and deter ...
.m:1n� its in'.'.t;f)ll41t-7".

The large ·arte.rtes at the bij.Se ef

tb.e brain, inelµdihg the internal caretid, the vertebral,
th• b,allar arte-cy andthe proximal �o-rtions
nranc.hes,.. ar-e

tne

_p- -.r:�
-sites.
- - .

-o_f

their

They felt: it was on a
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served cerebral vasodilatation ril1ewing injections
of histamine.

Intracranial rather than a� extracranial

erigin seemed plausible since beth Pickering and Hess
(60), and Clark, Hough, and Wolff (57) relieved the
pain by 1ncreasing the intracranial pressure, therepy
givi�g extramural support to the a:rte·r1es withi n the
c·ranial ca.vi ty.

As further evidence e-r their own,

Schumacher, Ray, and Wol.ff {58} .found that anesthetization of the extra.cranial arteries or blocking afferent
impulses from the �pe:rficia·l tissues of' the sca.J.p was
ineffective in diminishing the headache.

Ligation of

the middle meningeal artery or compression of the temp
oral, ·f;re-ntal, port aurecular er @cci-pital artery had
little in,fluence in decreasing histamine headache.

Homo-

lateral headache d'. ilVeleped -fe1low1ng the injection of
the internal caretid art&ry, but not fellowing inject
ion of the external carotid.

They c0ncluded that hist

amine headache dee.a not qep-end on the integrity of sen
sations rrom the sup�rfi�lal tissues and that the �xtra
crania.1 and du-ral arteries phy a minor role in preduc
ing histamine pain.

The pri�ipal afferent pathwa-r f'or

headache due to dilatation ef supratenterial cerebral
arteries is the tr1geminal nerve;

the upper cer.Yical

nerves·are most import.ant pathways for h"8adache due te>
dilatation of pesterier fossa art�ries, and

4s

felt in
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the occipital region.
Further ana1ysis,ef the mechanism of histamine
hea,daeha
made by Sutherland and Wol:ff ( 61) showed- that
'
p�in 1s always bilateral, usually generalized ( in cont
radistinction to m..igrame) and commonly worse in the
.frontal and temp0.ral region.

They explained Pickering's

{52) fi.nding of diminished he-a.dache due t0

Jugu�r

comp-

ression as being due to extramural suppert to the relaxed p1a1 ateries frem the increased cerebrespinal fluid
�ressure.

Extra--as well as intraeranial pulsation

increased in amplitude during the hita4acll•, deorea�ing
with recession of headaehe.

Extracranial Arteries play a minor role in_.hist

amine headache, according to Schumacher and Wol.ff {62)�

beoause the relaxed stat$ of th• arteri�s and the low
ered intravaacular pressure, after inJ•ction 9f hist•

min.e, dees not .cause sufficient d�formity ef the walls
of the arteries -,r the scalp to stimulate p�in end erg
ans.

For this reason headache seldom arises fram this

source.

They describe a headache sometimes mistaken

.for migr.aine and allied te histamine headac)l.•, in so
far as it involves the cer•bral arteries, as the headache
associated with �Jltr&.c--;Mmia-1 aneurysms, whicb are us1xall.7found on the Circle o.f Willis and its branches.

Distent

ion 8r rupture of these pain�sensitive arteries prGbably
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explain the- initial .fierce headic:ne produced.
F-�i�dman and Brenner E 63t found: that hist-amine

injectien_wfll usually produce an accurate uuplioation
in 1-o.ea.tion and _character of the headaehe suff�red
afte� head injury.

They suggested tb.at 1nJect10n or

histamine activated the phy'sjelogic mechanism involved
at ti�s in the �redu�tion

&�

pGst-traumatic headaeh•,

perha-p-s by causing pe_r-si sting and localiz_ed increase
0f vascuTar sensit;tvtty -follOW'ing tra:um.a.

It was f'ound

th-at the majority of patients with histamine headache�
,9_bta.ined relier- b-7-:- sitt1ng upri�_t which was inconsist
ent -with t-he �tW•�ts by Picke�ing and Hess ( 60} :and
'G]:1U'°k, -:-li-eu_gb, 1¢d Wel:fr { 5�} that -];���:ng of ihtr-a...
cr.ari-ia1 p���sure of the cerebrospinai �luid aggr�vates
hi st�amin-e- headaches.
Horton, Ma-eLean, and McK. Craig { 64}, in 193�,
d-esc ri bed a t-n,. or- vascular: �:a.d�che, as�eeia:t•d with
clinic�l and 1ab�r�tory evidence er vasodilatatien:-,
whic:h can be induced at, will by the -administration e�
hista..llline.

It was relieved in the individual a-tta.ek

be ep��ephrine, and p�ntj:y relieved by desensiti
zati�n with histamine.

H&rton (65) terms this syndp-ome

'!histamine c-ephtfl.g1a. n

The m.eep.anism. was

but he sugg•st-ed that it is from "a loe-a.1

ne:t

�l..r

�eleas� @-f

-h1•��}.tie wt.th· ·re-su'l:tant vasedilatat-ion alm�at exethls.-
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ively cenrined to the r&--nffications of the external
carotid ��ter.g. "
R$berg (66) has described a case

or prob�ble

intracr-anial aneurysm a.s.sociated.with- the :;,yndrome of
histamine cephalgia.

Although desensitization to hist

amine may well diminish a loca1 or
vaa0dil�tation,

g•ner-a.l

tendency to

he does not believe that 1s an indicat

ion that the l0eal vasodilatation is caused by histamine.
He feels that paroxysmal vasedilatation because 0f local
sympathetic disturbance either in the hypothalamus or
p-.rlpheraliy in the p.-r1arterial plexes cculd well give
rise to this leealized •yndra�e.

L�ca1 disturbance of

the ext·ernal carotid,_ fer example .or the relaxed va.scu·l.
ar tonus during sleep may lower the thr•shold to crises
er local vasedil&tation.
Pi-0kering
(52), in 1939, sug�ested that pyrexial
headache behaved simi.larI:y to, that produ-ged by injections
of histamine,

for he ob-serv•d .that increa-:.fi�� the cere

br0 sptnal fluid pressure in the su"Qar:ieh,tl:�i-d_ sp_a.-ce re';!!
l!ev&d fever headache.
stretc·W.ng:

er

He assumed-that p�1-n was due to

the sensitive struct-qr�s ar()l{nd tlie- 111._tra

cranial arteries, presumably ariai� frem relaxatien of
these vessels, althou-gh he had no ide-a·h0w such rela.xat
-:ton might arise.
SUtherland and Wolff (61) also nGte-d h0w comm6h1y
septicemi� and fever are associated with: h•adache.

"They
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can.firmed the resul.ts of' Lennox, von Sterch, �nd Sel
omcm ( 95), whe found that _ergotam:1:ne tartrate dees not
diminish the intensi;y of bistammne or pyrerlal head
ache.

Observat-ions ef the amplitude of pµl.sa.tions of

the crm1al art&ries d.ur-;lng headache associated with
experimentally induced fever from typru,id vaccine
show-.d that the spontan�eus 1ncre�se and decrease. of
intensity o.f the headache p-.�alleled the changes in
amplitude of p'll.;}.satiens in these arteries.
The amplitude of pri_lsations or the cerebrospinal
fluid in both pyr•�•l andhistamine he&daches was
greatly increased, in contrast to that in migraJn�
headache, in which there was no increase in amplitude.
When the 1ntracranial pressure was increased, by increa�
ing that of the cerebrospinal fluid, the intensity of
fever headache was decreased.

This indicated. that th•

m.echanism of the he�da�he in fever and that caused
by histamine are similar and that in both the intracran
ial arteries are the chief contrtbutors to the pain.
The infer�nce was made that headaches associated with
acute inf�ctions, s�p�is, and bacteremia �re similarly
due .p-riina-.rily te the distention of intracran:i.al arter..;.
ies.
We a.de justified in concluding that the basic mech
anism of histamine h•�daehe is a lecal vasodilatation
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of pain-sensitive intra...ce:r.ebrs.l arteries., in p$'rticular
those at the b�s• of the bra1n, the int•rnal caN}:tid�

vertebral, and basilar art�ries.

izi�g actian on cer.sb-ral .arteries

Th• b�sis fer a loeal
1,:s

not clear.

A

l&cal vascular sensitivity- due- t-e some sor.t of aymps:t�
etic �imb-a.lance has been suggested.

The analogy of f•v

er h•adaehe to .hist8.n1ine headache 1s striki�g and= 0f-fers
the first definite evid-ence tor the m.-echanism of its
l)roducti<:>n.

The- relie.f o.f the histamine ceplia:1:gie

syndrome:- of' Hort()n by desensitizat-lan w.1. th �1-st-amine
implies an ai,];1.�rg.1-c f'ac,ter ac t1:n.g as the :trlgg♦� ���
an sm in setting off the b,eada.eh-e seen in fever and
septicemia.

Furthe� -we�� conce'rning the p�th•physio

logy ef fever and its vascular diathesis is c�rtainly
indicated.

The migr-aine synd:ro_m.e :-,has l<mg l;)aen one o:f the
:most -lJa(_fl-fng enti:t:ies

1,_n m.-dieine-.

-r♦.rm

Tl}.e dramatic

.tn· which pain aocurs in the head .caused it t& be reco.g
nized

••i.s.1.;r

::m med1�!11 hiat-�ry.

"A,e·cording .t.e Riley(6'7},

i\retaeus the Ca._pp�doei-an (A.O. �:9Q) pPGba-bly was the
fjrst to' de-scr-ibe th_s

t� of he�da.che which 1s now

knewn as mi:g_ra1ne, call,ed ey hil!t heterocranea.. Gal..-n

in-trod,uce-:d th• term hen;u-eranea·-whi.ch was cerrJJ,p-t.fld lat•r
in low Latin to �1E�anea.

By su�cessive abreviations

the term.·mig_rai!!_e appeared in· the E�g_l.ish �}:tings in

1777.

It is ev.id&-nt that the- etieleg.f,Q. precess is n&,t.sJ;n•·
same "v4 th every p:ati&nt with -migraiJ;l,�.

Observers have

reported gr�ps .of cases in wliicb: the pr-.d.eminan� pat-h•
logic p-r•cess involved was appa.zt-ently- alle-'f.gi� (68} (69};:
(70) (71 ) , colonic , endoc rin•, du.Gd-en�_l, heredi t�ey-, or
psychic.

-Oft.-n .:m.-ore than one the�ry has ,been proposed

to explain the pheno.mtma observed in a sing).e group.
1

�

-

Prominent among thes9 ·have :bj�n�6-tl;l.es•s;. · as 1isJe-d

bt

v0n Storch ('72), inveTving- toxic va.somoter subst·ances,
cerebral.. (0r g·ene�liz«d) vasospasm, cerebralvascula.r
dilatation, byp�p�yseal swelling, hypophyseal, ovari-an
and other end�crine imbala:n�es, splanehn&�cerehral auto
rio.mic refle1ts, g,n•:i�iiz� or localiz·ed cerebral or -men-
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ing•al edema, oculo-cerebral refexes, and the like;
But it is not the purpose of this thesis to
critica.11)· analyse these va.'iiy:fns news.

It is reason

able to- 1sstt:11.e that th• underly-lng pathogenesis of' the
migrain♦ synd.rGm• is multiple and that any one of these
iii.t.io1£g:t.ca:]. processes may be the primary fact@r in certain cases.

But the c 'lrdinal. symptom of the migraine

.syndrome is th� ·recurrent headaehe.

If there: is any

connnon basic mechanism involved, ft is le-gieal that it
would be related tQ the com..�on symptom, headache.

And

recent experfmental evidence has indicated that this is
true.

It is net out of place, then, t© bri&f1y present

a few ef the the0ries that led up t-e the recent invest.

ig_ tions s.lready made and now going on.
Auzias-Tur,nne (?�) in 1849 stated that migrain•
was a painin the head re�ulting from compr-e-ssion of
the trigeminal nerve, pa.rt1c-u1arly its e:phthalmic
branch, this compressi.on being pr-educe� by an accum
ula·tien of blaod in the sinuses at the base of' the br•iri,
princip•lly the cav�rneus sinus.
Dubois-Reymond (74), in 1860, accounted fer his
own migrainous headaches on ·the- basis of angiospasm,
being imprassed by the results 0f Claude Bernard's in
V8$tigati.en on the effect.a of �t1mule.tion of the sup
erior cervical ianglion.
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The idea of vaseular <listurbanco as the cause or

headache gained rapicl. he:a..dw:ay on what we w0:ttld_ now
consider flimsy evidence.

In

�act, Dr. Ha�v•y Gushing (75}, in 1900, rell');&rk

&d flat1.y that the .pain and .h,�.ada-che- of mi�aJ.n• was
du e so-lel-y- to distention or va&Gular enlargeme11t of
-t;;he e•rebra,l meninges.
Har" (76} reported that the headache: diminished in
intensity leca11y when the p_ar�icular artery which
supplies the affected re_g-1on is compresse-d.

This was

cenfirm.ed by Brunton (78) who, in 19D8, observed that

the caretid on the side of the attack was 0ft.sn gr&atly
dilated and "P'i.lsatirig violently�

He felt the pain was

due to a great extent t� the stretcM.ng actien exerted
upen the engorged. vessels, which. ceuld be r-eli•ved by
pr-essuro over the caretid.
Auerbach {:'19}, in 1913, c9.me to the conclusion
that vasomotor dysfunction caused a dispropo-.rl.ion be
tween the cavity of the skull and the volume of the brain
b�iriging on an attack.
Vallery Ra.dot and Blamoutier ( 80), in 1925, b•�
l1eved that migr-a:ine sheuld be considered an �gi-0spasm
and that the sympathetic nervous system may b e either
stimulated :py direct a�tion or mediated by a hemocia.st"".
le cri�is.
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Bram'W_ell { S-1) -often ob-served vaac-u_'l.� dis-tu-rbanees
during the atta�k.

He st!g �ested a local.ia-&d spasm

·�

and subsequent relaxation or the me_n�a.;t and derebr-al:
arteries.

The -pre-domal signs and symptoms result fro?tt

spasm of cerebral .arter--i.-es while the headache was _attrib�
uted to the reestablishment of the cireul�tion and en

gorgam.e�t of the rn,�nin-ge.a-l arteries.
Dellken (82) c�n.s-ider�d 1!1-igrains a disturbance of
the tensien and equilibrium of thr�e v41.seul.ar categ�t:1..e::;t�-
consi-sting in

1} contraction of the arteries, 2) dila.--t'-,

atien and increase of pemeabiJ�ty of the capi11ar1es,
and 3) dilatatien of the veins.

He thought the etiology

was an sxudat1ve diathesis pr�d.uc� by an -autot0xin, a
pr0duet

or

inte&tinal putrifaetio�.

also held by Redella (83}.

This theory was

He felt that

1ili•

subseq_u;e_nt

vascular dilatation was due to the liberation

or vas0-

dilating substances in the i�hemic reg�on or the brain.

He no�ed widening of the retinal vessels dur-1:ng an attack.
Bassee (84) and Gritchely (85} also fel� -that va�
eular changes noted during an at-tack ;t:mp11cat-ed the cran
ial vessels.

G0ltman (86) found vascular dilatation

9.lld a wet brain upon c-ranial exploration.

He felt the

dilatation �th r•aulting brain edema �oll•w�d a temp�
o.rary vascular spasm.

Riley; W.H. ( 87J regs:�4·•d'. �graf-tie,

as a 41sorder&f the sympatnetic nervous system; Riley 1
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H.A.(67) felt that vaaospasm was the import-ant factor
in the pr�du.._et�on of an attack.
In recent years, even Sl}.rgieal procedures have
been used in the therap•utic attack •n migraine, bas
ed p�imarily on the theory @r vasospasm.

Da�dy: (88)

reperted the removal of the stellate and inferior
Dick�r

cervical ganglion in tw• cases of hemicrania.

son ( 89) found t.hat ligation of the middle meningeal
artery reli�ved -igraine headache in seven cases.
Cratg {90) {91) cited relief in twe cases fellowing
cervic0thoracic sympathetic gan�ionectomy.

He said

that Adson suggested ligativn of the externa� caretid
artery and periarterial neurectolllY as well as cervica1
sympathetic gangli0nectomy.
Halloran (92) arrived at the conclusi0n that mig
ra�n• 1s due to a swelling of the pituatary �landi
whi-0h create compression of th8 cavsrnous sinuses
resulting in congestion of the intr_aqp_�j;al
JZ:en8Us
.::--�
system.

He attributed the pain to pressure an the

papilla within the walls of the aural sinuses.

Re relt

that the various components of migraine may be attribut
ed to pressure phenemena, having their erigin in the
nervous structures in and about
and sella tursi�a.

tn�

c�verneus sinuses

With the revival, within recent years, er thtt thera-
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pautic use of erg-ot.amine tartrate it has enabled dir
ect experimental 1nveatgation in the mechanism of the
migraine headache.

Its use was based on the not1$n

th�t migraine is presumably du• to vasocenstriction
of intracranial v•ssels, and •rgotruni:he tar.trate, a
drug that para1yses the p•riph�ra.l sympathetic nerve
endings, was th-ought to relieve the "spasm.".
Lennox and ven Storeh (93} showed that ergotam1ne
tartr-a.te was eff'ective in ab<frti_ng or t-ermlnati-i;g mig.�
raine head4che in over 9.0� of unselec.ted cases.

With

�ut r•gard for type, cases were '"relieved in which the·
allergic, gastre�intestinal, or end�crine factors were
the .predominant etilegic agents.

Therefere, it a.pp.ear

ed that ergetamine t�rtrate acts upon some mechanism
for the preduction ef headache which is cennnon to var
ious types ef migraine regard.1..--s'i of the:-1-r presumed
etiolo,gy.

Mary 0'SU111van {94) likewise get. 9Q% re-

lief in one thousand attacks e�migra�ne with ergetam.ine
tartrate.
Later Lennox, von Storch, and -80lemmn {95) teund
that ergotamine tartrate d�es not diminish the 1ntens- ' ✓
ity of nomnigr.ain-0u.s hea-d-110�.:
Pool and Nason (96}, in ea�s,·l!.n.d·Graham a�d Wjlff

t91) �� ��� (�llD.4 tbat the·int�aven�us AdmintstP•tton

!1' 1:rge1i�ill� in �h�ra11:ilut1'C �a,es .bJ)nsniict:s· tmJ1fbranehes
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of the external c,1rot-id arteries (tem.pera.l and m1ddl•
m$n1ngeal arteries) but dees not alter er has an un
certain .-:rrect upen the internal carotid branches.
{\mplitude of pulsations of the sup�Pficial branches of
. tld -ar-tery clonly paraliels the intens
the externa1. caro

ity of the headache, and reduction in intensity of h�ad

ach• is intimat�ly as�eiated with decrease in amplitude
0f pulsations, whether by ergetamine tartrate, ep±nepbri�••
Reduction in the amplit:u-de ef pul.sations ef th• tempo�•l
artery by digital .pressure en th• carotidlartery on the
•ffected side _is aecomppfed by a redu�tion in the intensi�y of the head&cha. Experimentai distention or ext�acrania1 !trleri.es, by increas-1:ng the intravascule.r pres-aure,- results in _pain.

Tlay
pe.s:tulated
that migrain•
.
- -- - "

headache arose largely .from the extracerebral vessels-;
the recurrence of headache follswirig inJec tien ef'_ hist
amine after it was abelished by ergotamine tartrate left
the relation •f migrai�e,headache to histamine headaeh•
unsettled.
Sutherland and Weli'f (61) presented considerable

avide: no-e ag�injjt the view G'1at mig�a,in� headaehe- is due

primarily� dilatation of ths dural and cerebral arter
ies as ls true in- llistamine headache.

By increa.sing the

i:P.m:MibPPB).il�;tJ�'l.t. � fluid pressure, extram.ura1
. supp•rt te
the re':.1:8-X�A p��-i arteries is increased and e�rta�ls 'dist�
entton: and: p_al\ml.1.n the hist�• headache.

The fact th��

reliei' ::-�n m'igi":aine he:a-q�Q:he- does not_ oee1,1r indiea�tt
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that the pial and cereb�al arteries

are less inv-0lv•d

in the m�gra1rut- headache than in the histamine headache.
The migraine headach-e is usually -u-p.ilat•ral at its
onset, felt more super-ficially: in the hefad in contra
distine tion te the histamine headache period.
Wolff (98) has stated that th• internal and external
carotid artories and the vertebral arteries have- branches
both in the subcutaneous tissue and in the ..m.eili1'g�s. The
branches of the external caretid artery predominate num
erically both sup�rf!eially and on the dura.

On th� oth

�r hand, the anterier meningeal artery, ar�ses from
branches of the internal carotid
artery, as do the super,_
, ficial frental and th� �praerg,Jtai artery.

Since the

area supplied by the iat�r structures is eennn-0nly in�

vo1ved in migraine head�ches, branclles of the inte-rnal
carotid artery may contribute to pain.

It se�med eb

vious, therefore, that it would be arbitrary to contrast
these arteries teo sharply.
Schumacher and Wolff (62) conclusively demonstrat•d
that the scotomas •ceurr1ng as prehea<lacbe migraine phen
omena resulted from constriction of cerebral -arte-ries.
They concluded the essential mtgraine.phen•mena reiul.ts
from dysfunction of cr-ra.nial arteries and rep.resent con
trasts in vascular me-eha.nisms and vascular beds.

Pre

headacho disturbances fellow ecciusive vaseconstrict-1on •f cer-eb-r-tl arteries, whereas the h�a;dache r-esults
fr&m dilatation and <listentien of the extracrs..nial,
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and possibly the dura.l, b�auehes cf the ex-te-.rna.1 car
otid arteries.
But the question as to what is res�n-aible fer the
vasodilatation ef the @xternal carotid artery in the
var5eus typ•s of mig�airie is ultimat•ly of greater
significance than the dil.atation itselr.
(99} has said,- the braneh�s

As von St�reh

er the carotid are overly

sensitive to vasodi�ator substances in p t.ients habit
ually su.ffering fr0m headache.

He aug ;ested th� pe.ssib

ility that accumul&tion, or periodic appearances ., of auch
vasodilator substances is aetually causative of chronic
recurrent migraine.

On the other hand, va.aodilation

may be the ca.use, by means 0-f seme entirely d1fi'er0nt
mechanism, such as a ne-urogenio ref'lex or a.n�a.llerg1-c
rsa.ction.

A second pGssi:bility is that the periarter.;;.;::

ial nerve plexus or its. central receiving station (.th:al-
amu.s?) is 4ypsrsensitive in migraine sufferers.

Thus,.

the stimulatien of increased arterial pulsations caused by· vasodilat�r substanees would act on eapecia.lly
recepti vs neurens.
The v�scular th•ory, howev�r, dees not explain
eme>t:l ena.1- reactions in attacks 0f migraine-, and it do-ss
not state how an emotien�l d:isch-arge, 1 su.ch as sudden rage,
can abruptly term.inat� a .migraine se-izu.re.

Perhaps

changes in thene:!:'"Ve cells a.re primarily responsible
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fer t-he. attae-ks and �§li.bill_ar: changes m-�rely s��·Q��
�.ttect:s.
Al-var-ez '{IOQ} (HU-} ( 102) expl-ains the .mechanism
very s1:nply.

He says t.11:at :m.igl'."&i.M is due ta a "sterm"

tbat eemes eut �f'

:e-t't:b.•�

the brai-n or th._ cer:yic&l.

sympathet.ie ganglions which dilat-e the ext-e -nial e--ar•tid
-�:t��Y' so that blaod g-G&s 1)$U1¥ifu_g flit• ves.se:1-s- supp-ly�
in.g the bs.·a.in.
Pfei.ffer, Drei-sbach, Rotty, and Glass (103) have
$Uggested that a ��lax�t�on ef p•��eral vaseu).ar tone

without an ineraase in bliu voll.un� may decrease the

cem,-�nsat�ry physi�}egy, due tc, h&--red!�-a.cy a.nGmalies ·of
c.ereb-ral ar-ter�ies, resul:;i� in the- mig�ai!l• .Eµtac.k.
Te-rda.and Wel.ff {104t in studyinc3 .the:-f�!lrnt�e

-djna:m.ics of the urin� of pati-ep.�s wit-hmigrain� headache,
have add�d evidence te �he theoretteal as��pti0n 0f
some horma:nal influene-e in .this condition.

Urine of the

' heal�y adult human was .found t-o: contra.et the reGtus
abdemihis muscle �f the f�&g.
the pre:dr-emic p-e-ried ( scot$nia:}

Urine collected durlng

er a mig??airie attaek

contracts the rectus ab401nisis muscle less than samples
collected dlJI".ing attae-k-f-J;>oe p•ri&ds ., and urin-e eoliect
ed during -the- h"e-adache oontra-0tf:e the- muscle m-0re (about
200�).

The �eventeen ketesteroid content ef the urine
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parallels this c-entrac-tion p.r.oducin'J effect as demon
strated by chemical determinations and biological ex
periments.

The gonadetrop16 hormone @f the hypop_hysis

may contribute to this effect by itself er thr0ugh an
increa_-s-ed liberation ef the sex hormones.

Thi-& incr•as

e d ability of the urine col.lec:ted du�in__g. migraine to
predUce muscle contraction is probably not du• to
potassium, acetyl cho-lin•, h-istruntne, pitecin, nor is it
relate d to the :specific gra.v-it"Y of the- urine.

From the

fact that the above hecrmones potentia.te the e.ffect of
certain vasodilator sub�tances, such as acetyl ehGlin•,

it was �Cl?.:µght conceivable that the-se hormones _p��ticip.;;
ate in the -prQ-d\l,ction of the mi.grain• headache.att.aek...:

by �tt1nt_ia.tion of the eff'ect ef a loo-a--i neurohumera.l
vas$dilat0r agent.
The migraine heaa.ache, then, may be th•u.ght of as.
a va-scular phetiemen<>n, in many re_sp9cts like that af
hist.amine.

There seems to be a d�f'1.riite difference,

however,in that extracranial �te ria-l branches, es.pe-cial�y:
or the external �aretid, �re primarily involved.

LQcal

vasodllatioh ef pain-sensitive arteri•s is probably only
a s..-rna.11

part

syndreme.

runctiGR.

of -the overall _p-ath-el•gy of the migra.in•

Recent work sug,s-e.sts a basic hormo.nal dys

This is w0rk fe-r the :t'uture, for it w�ll only

be when ths fundamental causative faetor (.tf t�.er-e is
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sueh an _enti.ty) is understoed �hat an app-ro•ch to cur
ative �herapy can b� made.

E. Pain AB.saciated W:l_th Arterial. lfjpelc"t-enaien
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}aadaoh� in pati�nts with artarial hypertension
4.s one •f�.hh• mest fr.-q_'U.eri.t aerehraJ. sy:mpt�� complaln
-ed �r by these people, accerding to Fishb�'(lO5X. It
1-s often the initial: c�laint �-d_ c9nmi�n1'? a:t,akes. the
patient- in the mfirn.1,ng ., usually: disapp-ea.rs s-0oner o_r
later after a�ising., and -i=s mo$t often _i:nten-s-e in- the
ecoipital area.

�aneway (106-l eensiders this variety

of h•adaehe a.s �•typieaJ." ., and ijaid that it indicated
the__probability ef an uremic death f0r more than 50%.
of the patients, and e-r th� d•�tn from _apoplexy for

con.sidera.ble number ,-:,-f the remainder.

He called attent

ion to the not infrequen-� eccurrence ef mi-g_�aina head
ache _dµ�1ng early i1-re in persons who later had hyper
tension and nJ1ypertensien heifaa.�tie,a-tr.
Geodman ( 27) states. tha; the headache ma-y parsi st
d!ly. ::after: day for months or years ., but just as su.dd•nly
d1.-sappears fer long periods &f time with0ut apparent
cause.

Often·peGnle with very aclerotic cerebral vess

els n0ver have heada�h•.

Attlwugh the headaehe is oce

asionallj worse during a period of increased bl00d press
ure he statE11s that there- ls quite as oft.en no correlat
ion between the height or c:tranges of blood pJ:>essure and
th� occurrence of headaehe.

The vast major_ity ef these

patients have normal bleod chemistry, and 3mly infrequent-
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ly is intracr�nial pressure incTe&se<l.
An investigation of spinal fluid pressure in art•
erial hypertension was made by Shelburne, Blain, and
0 'Hare ( 107}, and though. heatlaolle was found to be mere
frequent when the intracranial pressure was increased
and when acc�mnanied by papilledema, it &ccurred in
the abs-ence of either.
dscrease headache.

Lumbar drainage- did not u:sually

In at least �4-16 instances of head

-&c.h� with artsrial hypertension and increased intraoran
ial pressure, th& headache was- not dee-reas�d b,.- lower
_i?i"_g th-e spinal fluid pressure by spinal drainage.
Welff (108) stated that hypertension headache is
p�•duced by essentially- the same mechanism as migrain-e.
This does not apply to hypertensive encephaJ.•pathy but
to the"t:ypieal n , severe, often incapacitating h•ada:cl.1.e
seen iri�patients that may have no &ther symptoms of
Sutherland and Wolfr (61) observed tha.t hypertension headache is relieved by rest without any mark
ed change· in blood pressure.

In some pat�ents the

headache prede1ded the onset of hypertension and ch�g•d
anly_ in intensity with the rise in blood pressure.
Th�y p�e-dueed evidence indicating that hypertension
h&adache like that ef mi&rain• has its origin in the
dilatat1.on of branches of the external carotid -a.rten.
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That increase in the cerebr•�pinal fluid pressure does
not relieve such headache supports this conception.
During the head-aehe the pulsations ef the intracrant�i
arteries do not �ncrease

in

amplitude, nor do they be

come less as the he-adach& diminishes 1n tnten-sity.
Manual pressure �n extrac�anial arteries decreased er
abolished the h•adache.

This

t:YP•

e:f h eadache is alm�st

indistinguishable _fr0m that 3f migz,a�n• and both re-spend
to vasoc�nstricter �;rugs, notably erg•tamirut tartrate,
which acts chiefly on the external caretid. Ligation
of the middle me
- ning•�l .or t_emp o_ral arte-r_ies decreased
- months.
the intensi t,-� of the t�e:a.dachti for
The mere fact ef a high level ef blood pressure

among �ypertensives is not suffieient reason for head
ache sinee many ll;ypertensives never baye h•adache what
soever, but �itherland .and Wolff��

n�t

believe this

justifies the as�mption that these phenomena are unre
lated.

For, often, many never. have headaches until hy

pe.rtensien becomes established.

'I'h•y postulate that a

degree of change in the contractile state o� the art

erial w�ll, compatible- with c-Ol'llfert when the blood press
ure is average, would be associated w1-th pain when the
bloed pressure is elevated.

This is somewhat analogous

te the experimental histamine headache.

Dttring an aver

age or normal contractile·state ef th& arterial walls�
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dJstent1en dees net·- eecur and t.here is not hypert•_nsion
headache;

but sheuld :this cont]iactile state be impair�

·ed as by -·str.es_s.., fatigu:e; or oth,e_J;> e.on4.1ticns, distent
ion �d hea<lache rello�.

Schumacher and �Ut {62),

1n-

s�udy1.1?6. hea.da��e

associated with renal failur• and hyp•rtenaive enc$ph�
a.lope.thy, f(;)und t]ley were u,Sµ:ally a terminal manifl!,st
ation in :persens- whe £er ·?:Ran� Yfl! rs had had headache in.
as.s0ciation wi.:th.:"h.yp•��•hsi<tn without renal failure.

By

J.neFeasing the intracrani�l �ressure the headache was
ma.de worse, which meant that d�stention or the intra
and extracerebral arteries do net cause this type ef
h•&dache.
Rosenberg (109J, aftermalµng a clinieopathol0.gi�
study of the br-a�n in mal1.gpant hypertension, stat•d
th-at local edema ef the. b�s.in reSl!l:ting in traction and

disp):aeement of ·tributary veins to the great venous

sinuses 1s a reasonable explaii:liltion of headache assec.

iated with AYP�rtensive encephal•pathy.

Schumacher and Wolff (IQ�) f�el that increase in

traction 00Uld follow incr.e�se in nre ssure and thus cause
increase in head�ehe. But deerease. in pressure.by w1t1i

draw1ng S"inal fluid wou:l._d not. necessarily decrease the
local edematous state
headache.

�ausiAG£ the �nitial traction and
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We are on firm ground, �hen; when we say that
the mechanism of hypertension hea.�aehe is analcgQus
t� that ef �ig�ain•--a local vasodilati•n of _pain
sensitive branches of the external carotid.

A sec

�nda!'y- and less important cause �s probably cerebral
edema (as 1-n hypertensive encephalopathy) causing
traction and displacement ef pain-sensitive structures.

F. Reflex H•adach•s
Pain in the head is a c0m.mon complaint

in
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diseases

of the thoracic and ab4em1nal viscera and is often the
presenting symptom.

In an an�ly-sis of 7100 consecutiV:e

cases �f h�adache Sprigfs (110) rep-opt-ed that alm•st
Gne third--namely, 2365 c,ases.--wer• the subjects of
-disease or disorder Gf the heart, ai:teries, and vein•.
Another one third suffered from diseases of the throat,
esepha.gus, stemach, and duodenum.

In a larg.e sertes

ef cases with diseases ef th& p-ancreas, liver, gall
bladder, appendix, celon, and rectum, .0nJ,y Just over
a h alf had any complaint at all, other; than tha� ef
headache.
Diseases affecting the structures of the head �d
face llkewise prQduce pa.!n.

Amr,mg the common diseases

are these relatJ�g t0 the t@'eth, nose, parana-sal sinuses,
eyes, scalp� skull, mtlscles, and fascias of the neck
and the cervical spin-e. ( These wi 11 be taken up in more
detail in later chapters.}
Se it is seen that th• -mechanism of pain r�ferred
.from the abeve structures is imp�rtant in understanding
the sig�ificanee of headache found in diseases .r.thes•
structures.

It is an elusive subjeot---very little

•xperimental work has been done Gn specific diseases.
A review e£ the pathwa7s fer transmission and the mech
anism of referred p•in is imPGrtant t:b.en, when applied
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clinic�li:1, t-• a mor-e e.f'.f-ective dif'ferentia1

di�gn'e11-!,�

of .such head pain.
A.s Poll�ek (111) has sai�#

�R

a sj;imulua: is �

lied to the s1dn er mucous membrane e-n the ext-eri0r r...f
the b.�,
sensati�n ia transmitted by
the s��ory , .fibers
- ef the craniQ�inal nerves, andc-r,eaches c0nsciousness
directly through their •P:p�p�:ate sensery tracts.
When the subcutane0us areas are st1tjru.lated, sensat

ion is transmitted in tw€> ways. One La -b-y the er<ii�ry ,
senssry components ef crea.niospin!l.l nerves c,a.rrying :d-ee.-p
sensibility ti-n the case ef the -head and face, ey, w�y

ef the :Sensory cemponents ef th• thtr� :tGUrtlr,. f;ifi1lii
vxth-,

�_ev•�F.h_;

erania.1 nerves}.

ninth, _t_enth� eleventh_, and t.wel.f"th
The 0:ther i.s by a more c Q:J!lp 1icated,_

mechanism pr�_duc1ng referr•d p_aµ.

An exam.pl.• ef this

is the temp0ra17- but severe pa�n £elt in th• i'r$ntal

rogi:on b-y a norma.1 person afte;�: quiekl.y· swall�wing ic•
creal\1.

Pains may oe r-e.f'erreg not eii:1$ from ·visceral

dise�se but from any disease arfec�ing su.-qcutaneaus
and submuc.ous structures.
Fer the production ei' ,p�i�, it is neces-sary that
certain sensory •ndorgans be effeetivety stimulated,
Wh•n sensations are ev0ked fr•m subcutaneous tissues er
viscera., the eF-d1na,cy stiill\ili which weuld be ef.fective
in pr•d� ing_ p-1n in the akin ar• n<�t effective in tl1.i s
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instance .

Thus, prick�g 0r cuttina th• intestine

is net painful whereas .distention is quite painful.
As with ble.od vessels, as previously de.scribed, so
with holl�w viseera, disten�i�n pr0du�es patn by
stimulation 0£pain-sensitive struetu�es.
Th1' forme.r theories of the mech-.nism 0f referred
were seme·wha.t the same.

Ross ( 112 l postulated that

pain was er twe cypes: a) referred pain, in which

after r�aching the posterior horns fr3m the splanchnic
nerves, a. diffusion of the stimulus to the roets ef
the corres:panding somatic n�rves caused an ass�ciated
· pain in the territ�ry of distribution of these nerves,
and b) true visceral or splanchnic paiq;, which was
diffuse, p0�rly lecalized and arose in the viscus itself.
Macke.nzie (113), as a result ot his clinical observat
i.ons, fSUpperted Ress 's idea of referred P•in.

He believ

ed that an irritable f _oeus in the cord was set up by
radiation which 1owePed ·the threshold and thus produ��
ed cuataneous hyp.era:lg•sia.

But he did not believe

that true visc�r�l pa.in was ever experienced.

Head (18)

theught that because internal e_rgans are devoid o:f epi
critic sensibilit.y .the:y react n1t1ch as does the skin
when epieritic sensibility is absent and pretepathic
sensibility is present. When a pa�nfu1 stimulus is
applied te a µart

•

of low sensibility, the pa.in produced

l
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is reit �n the part of higher sensibility rather tha.n
1n the

part ef lewer sensibility tc w hich the stimulus

was activaly applied.

O::l9ciss and Davis {J.14-) :round that af'ferent cutaneous
impulses have a close relationship tG_the m.echanism
ef visceral prln..

l'pey f0und that pain due to visceral

disease may cease c•mpletely if the cerresp8nding aff'er
ent im.p-ulses fr0m the skin are blocked.
Sfameni and Lunedei {115) stat• that the viscera�
impulsel;! th.§lt reach the lateral celurnns o--£ the cord by·
affe�en.t patbw:ay,s stimuiate centrifu.g�l unmyelinated
fibe-rs, which terminate in the sensory c8rpuscles.

Phy-_

1doechemical changes are thus produced which stimulate
_the sensory organs frem which impulses travel over the
cerebrespinal nerves.
Such a p.ath�y was found by- Dav.is and Pellock {116)
who obterveq that, when section ef the psst,rior root
of the fifth nerve failed tG reli-ev-e cer-tai-n facial
neuralgias, the appreciation of this pain is effected.by
the stimulation of' the ef�er•nt sympathetic fibers, the
result ef which in turn stimulates o-rdina.cy accept�
semsory path.ways in the cranial nerves.
Morley (117) believes that �l7 those n�rve�.fibers
which resp0nd to erqinary forms ef stimulation are
res��nsible for the pain ef visce:N.1 disease and d•n1ed
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the neces.si$y �f posture._�� an _iDrdt�bl.e -f•cus in. the
e�rd to •xplain r�f$rred:pain.
The role of t:P,-e_ $.Utonemie n�rvous sis� in the
productfQn of-pain was studied by Davis and Pel1•ck
(l.l-8) in rel_at:ten_ to at'fer&°nt fibera e-ither t�au-l_ing
- .

along with it or constriettng a part of' it.

'!b�'1 fs�d

that comp-lete- ,td-ea-fferentation"--sect:1,on of J)�.Si�erior
reots �pp1ying an extremity--i�tnterpupted::__�11 forms
G"f sensation, superficial and deep, th6tt W®1d e�<>It,
any reflex resp0nse.

No evidence of' a sensory patpway

through �D:_8 sympathetic nerv0us system was feund in
decerebrat.d cats.

�•:Y felt, that se far as could be

pr0ved, it is •�ly the ef:f:erent f'lbe.rs •f the ·autonomic
system !tse:l.i' which are c(.}ne.erned -wi-th the pr�ction of
pain and that such afferent fibers as tPavel t1lfll!n-g wi-th
it belong to the erdi!)acy spinal sen-sop-y system.
F�zice:r and Russell {119) �ound that when 9n• st�m.�
ulates the superi0r cervical ganglion, p�in is fe�t
in the�distributiQn 0f the i1�tg�minal nerve.
Ran-son and Bill�g.sl#-: ( 120) re.po-rtred -that there are
no p�gang_lI:eni� fibers in. branche$ e£ _the superior
sympathetic ganglion and that, theTetere, the autonomic
supply to the face �dhead consist ef purely efferent
fibers.
From these •«:periments P$ll0ck (lll} concludes .it
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is enly the eft:erent fibers of the autenomie system
·which are concerned with the -p_r--_oductien ef pain.

He

d0es not believe -:i.ri any hypothetical radiatlon, irri
table focus, low-er:ing ef thresh�ld or diffusion.
the standpoint ef dirttet tr-an.emission

Fr-0m

er pa.in -through

f'ibers conv�ying_ deep sensi'bilit-y, in addition to the
fifth, the third, c.fourth, sixth, se-venth, tenth,- and
upper cervioal nerves are all eoncerned, there being
a wide over111.p �m one t� another 'ldj-ae·en-t nerve.
SG 11; is seen that .the whole subject ot: pain
arising in er refe.=r.re<l freni th� visc@ra is stil.l ef a.
highly controversial nature, as is the mechanism of
pain referred from cranial nerves in the head and face.
No attempt to make a jud-gment· shall be made in this �
thesis .for no final. answer can b-e given.

The pathways

of pain tra.nsnttssion as outlined by Pollock do, however,
seem tQ

nave :.basis

in clinical ebserv-a.tions sueh as in

the failure in the relief ef many pains of the head and
face by sympatheetomy, section

or the :fifth, ninth; the

upper cervical roots a.lone, or in any combination.

As

Polloek ( lll) says "it would be diff'icu1t indeed to 'de
affe-rent' the whole head and· faee or remove. all its sym
J)Slthetio innervation. u
The most common-headache due to visceral disease-
constipation -- we can say is or a reflex rather than
ef toxic -@r1gin.

F0r as Alvarez ( 102} has pei;nt-ed eu17
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it is often relieved very quickly by a movement of the
bowels.

·Imp-µlse s s&t up fre-.m the wall of the overload

ed rectum appear t� be responsible.
It is p&ssibl• to say,th•.n, that visceral 4isease,
of the thorax er abdomen, m�y p�educe headache b� stim
ulating pain.... sensitive nerve fibers (dis tent�on, irrita
tion, etc.) which send imp�lse-s through efferent{?)
fibers of the autenomi-c sy-st_em- to ths cranial nerves of
the head, especially the trigeminal, and with whicb they
are related segmentally, and thence t9 the superficial
tissues of the head where thay are interpreted as head
ache.

�. p-.i_n_ � The
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-EJ"•

Mitchel (l2lt, in 1876, peint�4- out that eyestrain
n:iay manifes�- itself o!).ly by fr�ntal or ecc-ipital head
ache, witheut

any

pain_

'.$-W

fi1ti,:gue

in

t-he eyes.

As a

r_eault, crania-1 :pain _ha,s become te the- ljrlty and even
to some membePs of the- medical prof-ession very 0ften a .
gymp�cm pathe-gn�monic

or �yestrain. How•ver, it is tru.•

that he&dache associa�ed_ with ocular conditions is a d�

lfe:�-�

f'inite clinical entity.

(122} �4efined the oc;ular

headache- as tha-t acute d1s-o:01l'tf"-ert: that dlroctJ:y or in
directl-"1 comes rrom ()-J>g�aj# 9r fup.�tiona-1 di-serde:1:�s of
the vi S'tlal a.ppara tu-s.

Fuehs0- -{ 123) , Be-ren s ( 124 ) , de

Sehwa.initz ( 125}, Ruede_manrt

t��,

���G)n { 12'7), �-nd

many. eth•-rs have d�$o.:r-tbed headache as q-e.t�g caused by
refractive errors such as as�t.gm=ati!ml, ano�l.ies of
acc0mmodation, h-yp�rmetrapia, muscle �mbalances, and
glaucoma..

Cogan f:l.-27) bas d.e.scrib&d ctn�- aymptonis due

to refractive errors·- such !-l-s aifhfng -ef the eyes, s-andy
feel�g in th♦ eyes, pu1ling sensations in and ab0Ut
the orbit- and congestion of\ the conjiin<�it:ive.

All these

make up the. -�JP:_d��me of "eyestra1n" or asthenepia. This
s�ome·, as well as ocul:ir beactac�, -lia:s long been
- ai-n in
acce_pt�d as be::tug the_ same as referred vlscepal p

0ther parts
o:r the b::edy-.
The sensory nerve suppl::y o:f the ey_e is t� op_htb;al
mie division Gr the f'i:f'th c.�!.frli.il -ner:ve.

Ranson (128)
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s.tates that the ge�er11l. soma.tic .aff"(l)rent nucl•i. rec-eiv•
fibers from the skin and ect0dermal mucous membran e of
the head by way of the trige�1.nal nerve�

These have

their cells af origin in th♦ semilunar ganglion. •Within
the pons many of them divide into ·short asc:e_nd.ing and
long descending branches.

The ascending brana)l:es term

inate in the main sensory nucleus; the descending. branches
run

thr•¥gh

the spinal tract and terminate in the nucleus

of the spinal tract of th• trigeminaJ nerve. Since th-ese
nuclei rece�ve sensory fibers fr$m the skin .and ectoderm�
al mucous membr�n8 of the head, t�•Y are exteraceptiye
in func��•n�

Pain and temperature sensatiQns from the

trigem:lnal area are mediated by the spinal tract and its
nucleus.
i''ibers from the cells Gf the. main sensory and $pin
al nuclei ef th� t�igem1na.l nerve are grmip-ed into long;,.
1tud1nal bundles �rem which cellat�rals are given off t0
the motor nucl..•i 0£ the brain stem. ·These ferm the ve�t
?al and dorsal seconqacy affgrent path
al nerve.

or the tr1g•m1n�

The mesenc&phalic nucleus e� the �1fth nerve

cont�ins large unipolar cells of the sensory· typ� and
fibers from this nucleus join the m0tor reot 0f the trig�
eminal nerve.

Acc0rding te Corbin (129) these are dist

ributed chiefly to the muscles of mastieation.

Corbin

and Harrison (130-) showed that these root f'1bers are
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the a£Serent limbs of the mastication re£lex.

The

origin of the afferent :fibers fer th� •xtrinsic muscles
of the eye is unknown ,_ a.l�}loogh they are present in the
ecttlomotGr, trochlear� and abducens nerves.

And Li_111e

(13L} states that the receptive mechanism fer :pain is
contained in free nervEt end;l.ngs- with a plexiform arr- __
angement or nerv.e fibers.

These are very abu.ndant with

in the epid•rmia of- the skin, the cornea and the mucous
membranes.

Gerard {132) has shown J;ljat pain� sensat

ions -fram tlie.., t_rigeninal area, including,

the cornea,

-are mediated by the spinal trcac.t of the trig•minai and
its nucleua.
In 1918, Webar (133} exp;tained the interrelation
between the eye and the cranium: as the efforts of the
ciliary muscles tQ cause an irregular disch.-aI?ge of nerve
energy aleng the oculomot•r nerve to its nucleus, upon
which it depends for its pr�per function.

This irritates

the neighboring fifth ner:v-e, with its t-erm1nals in tne
.forehead, he believed, ..causing a deep dull pain proceed

ing from the cent�rs themselves, and from the cortex,

threugh the sympathetic, to the dura mater soon prodUc
ing the typical ocular headaehe.
Dunn (134), in a lengthy thesis; endeavored to
prov� that ocu1ar headache is due both to increased intra
cranial and to intraocular tension.

He believed that

'26
eyestrain resuited in a diaturb�nee of the nsrmal pr•ss
ure upon the retinal ganglt�n cells causing a refl•.Jt
disturbance of the secreting activities •� the pe$ter
ior lobe__ of the hy'pe>physis.
Pa.r:soris (1Q5:), in 1934, a.dvaneed _a new -th:ec♦ry; b-e:-.

li•ving that ocular headache is not refiex in charact•r
bnt is pro,top�:fhfc and 1s influe-nc-ed direct�� by tju!
optic thalamus.
Fenton (136} believes that eou-lar h•.a.d�hes are a
rol• of the sympathetic.

The network of vessels in and

ab�ut the eye is accempa.nietl by� delicate network &f
_ ympathetic fibrils contro1)�1ng vascular tone.
s

Am�ng

these vegetative fibers are J.ntersper-sed el'.ltt organs ot;
sensati°'-n_, which report mechanical _pj>j_s�r•, edec1n•,

:he:.m•'r-rhage, pa:uiVe or ac ti),� hyp-erntmi., a.s

w.u: :_as _the

pressure duff t& infection and inflammation, wh•ther sup
er1'iclal er exudat1 ve.

Leeal tri-ins kpaoter-1a1., chem

ical, resultant.a ef bE>dy wastes, fa:t1gt.1:e ,_ •r _perv:er-�ed
metabelism) have similar i�r:itant effect� upon these
sensacy terminals.
Michaelsen' s !137} study into the pain

et.'

visce.�i

rerlex origi� con�lU.d♦s that th� mechtµ1ism wh1�h under•
lies the ocul--a.'r headacll-e is _ana-i_ogous to that whi-cb>$ives
ri s� t0 ref err��� visceral p
_ a;in in other p��ts of. th'.,,

��Y; more p�rt'icularly, . :tht\.t Qeular_- -hea.d-aohe: u-1_sej._
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from ciliary iiysi'unction in, the same way as angina. pec-t
oris arises from eardiae dy:sfunction.

He ·showed that

cili�ry muscle contraction, relaxation; and fat�gµ.• could
stimulate this pain andprGduee a dull a.ehirig threb, a
sha--rp- knife-like -paJn, a h-eavy tired :r-eel.µ)g-, and a.
.tight gripping feeling {as seen in occipital aches of
�yperE>pic astigm.�tism).

He found that the degree or

pain in a v1scerai reflex depends on the chan�ng nerv
QUS

exci�ability ef the nervou_s system, lo.cal and gener

al : locally, at the pa.rticularle-vel of

tne

c@rd, bei�g

sensitized by afferent stimuli; and generally, due to
a central nervous system more sensitive from texic cond
itions, overwork, laek of sleep, mental worri�u, and , .�
sexual disturbances.
;·ieek s { 122) al so believes that ocular -headach! is
a reflex pai�.

He states that this 1s due tG a stimul

ation of the endings of the nasa1 branches of the •phth
-almic division of the fi.fth cranial nerv� bJ:t.iJ?-g reflect
ed �long other branches of this nerve, andthat changes
in the· ey.eb-all. ars felt as -pain

in the r&glon of th•

brow by way of the su.praerbital nerve and that pµn felt
deep in the skull is reflected along the -aural branches
of the !'ifth nerve.

In general, then, ocul_a:r head-ache.,

in or about the eye, is representative ef l◊cai p�thelegy
whi-ch is often a.ctuat•d t.hre-ugh the sympathetic syste�
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while it is report&d to the area where- the. .headache is
felt thr�ugh the �ifth. craniijl nerve and its cennections.
Perceived within ar about t
. he cranium, it may, by re-fle·x
stimulation of the syrn_pathetlc at the perce-iJlin-g area,
set up a iaoaf vasamJtor disturbance within the dur�l
envelope,,which may gr•atly aggravate
the ort:g:J,-nal hea-daohe.

the

intensity of

OonveFs-ely, he bel.iev.es that

cenditions withm the brain or a,1-_e:Q.g, the sympathetic
or senscry nerves may activate percept•r.� mechanisms
within or aoou,t the eye, thus produ�il)g ir·r1 tat ions Gr
30ngestions which appear local.
Hewever, thers-has been comparativeiy little r�+
experimental work done te analyze the mechanism •f the
pain even tho� ecular headache is accepted as b�1tj.g
of common occurrence.

Eckardt, McLean, �d Good�ll (138),

using individ�als with n0rm.al eyes as experimental sub
jects, have sh0wn that touch, pain, and cold, with abil
ity t(j localize fai-rl)". accurately are p-erce1-ve-d thnugb
the c�njwictiva, but there is no mechanism fer rec�gniz
'1.ng warmth or heat up te 70 de ,;ree a Centigrade.-

On the

cornea •nly pain and cold sensations were reco_�n-ized.
I'atients with increa.s.ed intra-ooula-r pressure described
a ��arp pain which �t first remained localized in the
eyeb9.ll, -then extended as a_ "bad ache" along the rim of
the 0rbit andfi ·u1l.lf t�ough•llt m0st of the area supplied

by: the e-p'titlialmie division ef the tr1geminal nerve.
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In

patients ha:v1.ng eper-ations for strabi smus under l()efll'
anesthesfa pi-n_�hlng, stiekirig, or cutting the reetus
muscles did ri0t oause pain, but traction en theip.., how
ever, p-roduoed lin.mtMiate ach1:i:;ig pain which 1 s localized
deep �ri the erbltj
.Pain froni th� iris is _a.·lse .produned en1y .by tra.cti0n.
In this in-stance the pjcj.n is r-eferred tc th-e ·eyeball
itsetf' ana, if of su"fficient- i.nten:d ty, �rEiJ·ads over ·
the �hbhitlmi_c di v·ision of tM tr.1�.n.a-1 nerV$ on the
same side.
Eckardt, et al o-xplain� the ocular dfscomf�rt a;nd

acni.ag,

and acttial headache, whieh -is usually occlp.ital,

due to hyperepiA ._ astigmat-i sm, and marlr-e:a. e-xtr-a-ocl:ila�
imbalances as resulting frem :f"irst, th• sustained con•
tracti♦n

ef intt'fl-o-eu"lar muscl.:es associated with excess

ive acc0mtned.ative -e:ffort-, .and second, th• bu.1tua.J.ly- gr.-iHtt
and .sustain-ed extra-ecul� musc1.e contraction resuitlri._g
0

t'r-0m the ttfforl te pi-00.*(?e di�ttiict r•tinal imag�s and
single binocular visi@n with fusien.
the other hand, usua11X does not

�imple myopia, on

produe• headqs:m«"bo

cause attempting to improve vision by the centracti�n
of the e_ye musc_l-e-s actuall.:y makes v:isi@Jl._ worse �so. 'th�"t
the attempt: is us\la-1.ly. p.l)anfutn.eq...

Furthenn0re it was

f0U:nd tha_t ai>tificial;ly induced hyper0pia -and astigm�t-
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ism cause heada.eh-e, whil.e induced 'i:ny0-pi:a. usual.1y cU_d
not. Induced extra-ocula� muscle 1mbalanees caused
tenseness and irritability, and eventaally headache
with abnqrma.l elect.romyograms fr-e.l'l1 the muscles of t-he
sca.].p and neck.

Sp-ontan�aly .occ-�rrblg m:uscle imbal

ances produce the same symp�� and the type Qf my&Any severe headache may be accompanied by phot�
phebia..

It occurs in severe ir:I.doeyclitis, as light.

may cause intense pain felt in th• eye and over the
area supplied by th& ��hthalmic divis�on ef the fifth
nerve, when the 1ight stimulus 1s accompanied by move
mentment ef the inflamed iris.
ure is immobilized, pain is

When the latter struct

aiiayed. They showed that

phot_ophebia. is caused by ophthalmic irbitation plus J..i. .....
light stimulus aridthat va&?ule.r cong-estion is no_t a
factor. In �yes with normal irid•s abnormal amounts of
light never

preduce true pa.1n, but rather sensa.t:iPons

described as ttuncomfortable", disagrea.ble", or �urii:neas_..
ant II•
Lillie �:( 131) states that "the op.hthal.n(•logic c�nd
itions Which usually produce localized pain t>ver the

area 5Up�l1ed by the ophthal:mic division �r the trig
eminal nsrve are acute puru:\.Jtnt -d:
. aeryocystitis, ho.rd•<>.

lum, foriegn bodies and traumas

or the c0n.junc-ticva r · ,

1Zl

and cornea, superf'icia1 a.'111d deep- kiu•atitis, irido_ey
clitis, acute cQngestive gl•ueema, rupture

er

a chor

oidal vessel, pertostitis :an& ost.ae�ye1it1s of the
orbit, orbitRl cellulitis, scleritis, suppura.t�Ye

,

•phthalmitis, :panephtha:1tn1t.is, seco.nq� glaucoma, and
exophthallno-s.
"ConditJ_ons which may produce a prod:Nmal oeu1ar
p•i'n w1theut early evidence of ocu1ar invelvem�nt, are
h•�es zoster ophthalmicus, marginal p•riostit-is of the
orbit, actinic conjunctivitiJ, iritis, and sympathetic
pphthalm:ia..

Tr:if-ac ia.1 neur.11l.gi�. petro sitis, migra.ip.e,

and thalamic s,-ndremes usually pro-du.ee se-vsre pain with
out eviden¢-e e:f ect1la-r involvement.
,?ff-ead9.ches of ocular origin are usu�liy produced
by uncarrected errors of re·fra_ction, cbie.fiy @f the
hyper0pic and hyperepic asttgmati.c type, and @cular
muscle imbalances.

Uncorrected myopic errors rarely pre

dues headachs-s."

It can defi.nitely be stated that any lesion cit th•

. eye which can produce traction, dis.vlacement, diste-nt
ion, @r int'l.ammation @f any @f the structures -supplied
by the ephthalamic division ef the trigemina.I nerve,
has th• po�enti:a11ty 0f pr_educ!ng_ pain.

I.ntp-ulaea =pass

ing over the -trigemfnal are referred fram central cent
ers and interpreted as h•adaeh-e.

The pain may vary in

degr•• from a sllght uneaainess to extreme distress.
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M. Pain From N_tial And Para.nasal Regiens
·Th• sinus headache, \•dthin recent Yf!-41:'s, has re

ce�v-ed :enthusiaatic ac-kri�w19dgement �rom. the public.
H-owe-v_e.r, Pr11fetcz l-13-9} stat-es that probabl-y ·net more
than

:st

ef !3.1:_l hetdacp.'e -!s referable t� _the' stlnuses_

al;:tiou-_gh e onsid-�rably. -m-€>re may be traced t& dir-ec t·
irritation c,f' the nasal nerves.

Th$ pain may assum�
0

the type of a ceneralized h&adaen�, or be confined
a more or less restricted 'll.rea.

te

-Tremble {140) says

that 4l'ia.teniical abne.r-ma.11.tf-e-s or obstruction without
inf'ection i.s a 'f'requri.t cause, such_ as a h-fglj. septitl

d•flectten, large boggy miadle .turbinate, -po-lpi, all♦r
gi� swelling and septal --�_rs.

�enign or malig):iant tum

-ers ef th.- nos-e and -sinuse s, nasal neur•l-gias, as well
as acute and ciu-,'enic sinusitia can all cause headache.
Nasal h•adri£h-e of ttrganfe 0rigin is

due

t-e frank

pathel-•gie cbange-fJ, th�n, in the nose and paranaaa1 sin
uses.

Most observers be lieve these are usually due to

irritatl@n of the sensory nerve endings 1n these st-ruct
ur•s.

Burnham ( 14·1} s
- tate-s that the hea.da..an'.e or pain

which results is 1n the n.attire of a J)referra:a pain" and
involves one or more. branches @f the tr_1g"emma"1: nerve._
PrQetz (159) states tha.t pail}. may ar:iae dir--eetly from th&

hranche-s

0.;-

the t:lfth .cranial nerve -or 1 t may have its

origin in the teeth, tho ears, the sinuses, th• blGod

ves�els er the �•mperom.andibular jaint.
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Th.e,neural

gii:ts of' the head and neck c�ill:Y stem frem the f'irst
two divisiQns or th$ trig•tnt�s•. 1'.l;iey ean b•

ss0ciated

also �ith the gl@sso�h�ry:ngeai and the occipttaJ. nerves.
lk:piJ:t!�nt_al data is a:till rather sparse, hewe-ver,
to the mechanism of nasal :pa,n itself'.
i

s

P .,r:q.a,ps a review

cit. the anatomy is not out 0-t place •
Aceor�ing t_e Schaeffer {112Y, McLauriµ (14-:3.�), and

Persky ( 144) t:n. ne�e and ace•$"-s.o-cy sip.uses �a.re ·suppl-ied
l>-y the nasocil�a_ry and t�� sph�Jiepalatine nerv@sA

The

ophtha.1m.',te division of the �igelll-inaJ nerve gi.ves et£ ...

the nasocili�ry nerve which runs m♦dial�_y in tne o�bit

�r_ariehing off into the; pQster-1-0l' ethm@ld, th• l.arge.r
anteri0r ethmoid, and the infratrechlear nerves. 'l.he

ant•rJor ethmoidal nerves enter the nos e tb.r�gh the
cr-ib-1form plate. Branches from this nerve su-ppiy th• �·::::·
frontal and.anterior ethmoidal �!muses.

Dirt.ding into

·medial and late--ral branches the nerve supplies the -vent
ral portions of the ��ptum a.nd the lateral wall as far
ba.ek as the tips er thfl mid�l_, arid .:-i�•rior na�al cono.11ae.

A terminal branch of the later-al �amus pass@s be

tween the nasal bone andt1atu�al nasal cartil.s..ge: tc supp
ly the skin of the tip o,:f: the nose and a pertien 0-f the
-a.la.
The posterior ethmoid�i nerve suppli�s the muceus
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membran• of the pest•riQr ethm�idal cells an;d the
spheneidai sinus.
The infraorbital nerve, a branch of the :maxilla;ey
division of the trigem1nal, comes into intimate �elation
shi-p with tha_·..muc@us membran• of the mt:lxilla:ry sinus as
it passes frem the orbit thr@:ugn the infraorb1tal cs.rial-.
Ths ,d!?-ep petrosal n�rve, fz,om the carotid plexus,
unites with the greater su-per�ici4l petresal nerve, from
th• faeial to f�rm the Vidian nerve, which after travers-

1-ng the pt-erygo-"!d cana."1., enters the sph�napalatin• f'ossa

to joln the sphe:napala.tine ga;tig11on JI-Branches or

the ma.xillaey nerve pas� in relation

ship te the sphen0palatlne ganglion and are distribute�
lt-,ge-the..r wi tli branches of the gangl_ion, tc the posterior
ethnloidal cells, the sphen�idal sinus, and the mucous
manibra.nes Qf the medial and lateral walls of the nasal
Hence the afferent nasal distribution of the tPig�
em.1-na.l nerve and af'ferent nasal sympathetics are conc1'rn
ed J_ri the transference and reference of' pain from the nose
3:rid pa.-rana.sal sinuses.

In general, Scha.eff-er (142),

found that diffu_siGn of paln. over the sensory trig.emina:1
system is a.t first confined to the division supplying the
off�ng or diseased area, and as the p_ain impulse _gaip:__s.
in severity th•r• is a.n overflow and reference along the
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other main divisions 0-f the nerve.
Sluder ( 145) ha.-s described a "lower-half headache"
which -begins at the root of the nose, in and a.bcmt the
eye, the upper jaw and teeth, and extends to the temple
and the zyg�ma, is emphasized at the mastoid :but is
always severest at a Pd!int five centimet9rs baek of that.
Larsell, Barnes, and F�nton (146) believe that. the immed
iate cause o� pain is due to vasomotor changes ih the
areas of p.ai:n, p_roba-bly an ischema.a, set up by sinu-s
d� sease of the nerves in the r.egien ef the s-phe:hepa
atine g�lien.

The nervous pathways are tfat1::ig�t to be

the nasal and palatine branches of the gangl�',an, the
great 81:fpe.i'fieical petrosal nerve, the qo.nnections with
in the medulla oblong�ta with the reticulospinal tract\
and thr0Ugll th0 se the segmenta._l a.u tonemi c nerves in the
1.GW:ctr e•:r-vic.al segments of the co-rd which supp1y: th•

vasemotor innervation Qf th• arteries involved in the
lower-half headaches.

Th$'y believe the cause of th&

p_a� is an ischemia re--sult1ng frQln such rei'lex impulses.
Human natients with t-y:piea1 symptems were�re¼ieved of
their ptln by injection ef pro�aine .hy:qr4J_Chl0ride int0
the skin of the -mastQid reg�on.

Girling fl47} believes

this syndrome is p_rirnari ly due to allergy and sugg�-&ts
the ca.usatiie .-allergen t--0 esctroge.n as demGnstra:ted by
pre-and-post men�pausal headaches.

'l1he swel-1:ing and con..
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g4!'st.ion p.J>..og.ue:•�

:RY this --all:ej,g·en ::-se-ts up an irr-1:tat-icm

of the stthenepalatine_ e;anelion lind thus th� \i.•.ad�.

_ he
Mc�li-1':t:_ �fi Go�dell. -a,nd 'ttol£.f (1it8) stat& thatr-t
headache associated with frontal sinu$�diseas� �s lecal
ized dithts.e_J.y over·.the_.frenti.1 r-egi.-on,. and '\dth antra:l
df s·ease ov•r

t� -ma.xill·a.ry

region.

When s-inus dl-s_ea:se

was et su.r-f-ieient duration th-ere was cO!lll'.!l·:i_nl7. p-�i� in
the baek o.f the h$ad, neck-"tUJ.d should-er..s, 1n :a4di t.1Gn

to the head-ache •?CPceM.enced :Ul- the fr0:rit and:th• tap 8f
t-he he:aa.

In all instanees .the rt&-1n 1s of a

a.cl_lt,n_g.., no.npul.satile qu·,lity:.·

-�,Jr, dull,

.Tnf)se inv-estigat_or.a�stim

ula.t-ect tho �aitilag�110Us and beny p.o-�ti-ons of the cexte-rn•
a1 aud.i ti0ry c::ana1 , t-he d:ruzjm.e-a-d-:.t the pharynx., nas-a-:o· . •
ph�rynx, and t},e nasal structure$ by taueh. pressure,
and el$C;t�ieal stimuli.
11

Pa.in wa.s described .as

11

1 pluisJt,

2 plus u , etc, on the basis ef l.O plus be�ng the worst

or in,tGl-P,ra.bli9 pain:.
The mucosa c@v.er.1-ng the app-roa-eh..s to the para
n�sal sinu.a�s was found t• be the m�st pain-s.e-nsitive
of the nasal and para.nasal stu.ctur$s and cavities, wh•re
as the muc{!>sa 1.1n1-ng t:1e ..&inuse·s was of a: rel.atively
low ·sensi ti vl ty.
When th• walls of the bony and c"'lrt1la.gi)l{}Us
p -GrtiQns or til� •xt-e:1•nal .auditory canal. were teuehed
with a p-rebe, .pain was.,pl"etd�Q•d.

The drumhead was

found t.e be -v�ry: -eien$i:t v-e, a pain of a deep ach"lt.ng
, .
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character being 0licted with such a stillli1�us.
Pain was elieit•d by pressing againat the mucous
m•mbrane of the pharynx and pGsterior nasepha�,
whereas touch by centact'from a naaaJ. catheter on the
rim of the soft pal_a.te or :th• t'"ossa of R-osenmu.1:l�r
was felt as toueh and was unple -1.sant.

T-eucb and pressure
The

were readily rgcom!z9d as such en the nasal floCl>r.
n�sal s eptum was f�und to be sensitive through.�t t•
light toueh� and 00th faradi-e· current stimulation

and pressure with a prebe elicit�d pain which was felt
lecal_l-y.

The .l�er, middle and �pper turbinA-tes, wh♦"t-h;:...

@r sti:!!ltll:l ted py a. probe or the fare.die current, were
f-eund te be considerably more sen-�Jtive than the nasal

-floor or s�ptum.

-A sharp bq�!ng- p-am,was felt at the.

site of sti:mul9.tion and a.1eng the la-teral wall of the
inside ef the nQse.

When the mucosa at the ��tium of

the maxiUaiv slnus waa stimulated by a prebe or the
.f-aradic current, ,�a. shtµ>p, burn�oo pain r" sul ted, accomp
ani•d by �refuse lacrima..tion and injection of the ipsi�
1.atera.1 eye.

·:rh.9 nasofrenta1 duet was likewise found

t0 be exceedingly sensitive, and the walls of the frent•
al sinus w-ere found to be relaj;i vely ·1nsensitive.

Pr.s-s.:.-

ure agaln•t the wall 0f the superior nasal oavity re
sulted in severe but rererr�a pain.
Referred pain of slight de_gre• occurr♦d when th•
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mucosa of the sph&noid sinus was stimulated.

Simil

arly, stimulatien of thj mucosa of the maxill�ry slnus
resulted e:µ-ly'tn;1I!Jfep,red pain o� a very mild charaeter.
In addition, th�se workers found that sustained
po si tive intramural maxillary sinus pr-es sure by a.tr
may be associated with pain and..,that a n§gative press
ure bf 250

llllll..

of :m.ereury produced a. sharp pain in the

side of the nose and in the teeth.

On the ether hand,

most or the pain ar1sihg from electrical, mechanieal*
and chemical stimu1at5on of the nasal and par�nasal
cavities was referred

pain,

i.e. it was felt at ...a. site

other than stimulated.
These investf�ators concluded from their studies
that the linings of the sinuses are relatively insens
itive, as com:pare<i with the extremely sensitive ducts
and ostia, and the turbinates.

Although the term "sin

us headache" is co-lnmonly assigned te those head::,.ches
associated with the sinus disease, proef that the
major p�rtion of the pain has its source in the para
nasal structures is lacking.

The vast majerity of in

stances of sinus disease p-ain have associated inflamma.t.;.
ion and engorgement e f the- n� iral $:t·J:".l;lC t!i,:r� �. They infer
that the site efthe heala.che is related chiefly te the
region of the nose that is most diseased and that thq.
been unable to ·rmev� that disease of the paranasal
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aJnus�s undeP-lying th0-se area-s - of heada:Oh$ makes -im'P:�Jtt..,;
ant eontribu�iens to th• intensity o� the pain.

It is

ltlf:,lf that the �tate ef' influm-ation an<i= e:qgorgem�!.it

i-

0f the pain-sensitive structures withln th� nose �r•

-.mly. r-e-sponsible for the headache-.

Th-s pain ref,errea ch.iefly to th-oae regions of tne

head sup-a-lied by- the _sec:ond and ta a lass extent, to ..
these supp1ied by the .first division �f the fifth cran
_ia.l ne:r_-vEJ.__;,

When severe

ell()Ughj

er of sur-fi-e:fe-ti:t- =<RU"�

ation, the pa.i,:ri s_pread over most or the region supplie4
Qy the division of the -f"ifth e�aril-al n&rve "t-e whi-c.b it
wa.s initially ref•rred, and sometimes spread fr4n1_ tha
l,"'eg1.on ef the second to that-or th� first division.
Pam in thti bae 1 -r of

the neck or head necver resu=lted

tflreetl:r: f'r@m such stimuJ:ation.
Sphe?lf>palatine neuralgia, w:tiich Tremble

t 140)

aays is due te �n infla.mntation in 0cr 11reund the g9.Xlglion

er to an m-rection in the sph•noid sinus_, is he:li�ved J:?.y
Schaerf-er (142-) te be an expr@ssion ef -irri tatlon of

P-eriphe-ral fibers et the :trlg8111-ina.1 nerve which pass

into tne sphen•palatin• ganglion in their. counse cent�
rally:.

T111ey (149) states that neural.gl� pains are

fe.lt in the su.praorbi ta.l, ocular, sup_•rior ma.xill}�t,ma atoi-d, and occipital regions.

He describes Vid!�

and �phe-nopalatine neural�ia as being 0ne and the same
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and that it produces ref-erred pain, the sensory im
pulses passing ft>-om the $phen�pa1atine ganglion by way
of the Vidian and large superficial petrosal nerves to
the g•nieµiate g�ion gf the f1cial, and frem thence
to the facialis cutmeous braneh of the posteri�r aur
icular nerve.
Vail (150) differenti�ted b♦tween •phanGp..@,J�tin•
and Vidian neuralgia because he w4s able te demonstnate
in certain eases that the irritation of th� Vid1an
nerve tJ�.rough an open sph.enoidal sinus produced the
�yndrome, altheugh direct irritation Qr the ganglion
failed to do so.

Irritation tG the 'lidf..a.Ii nerve can

pass either te the sphenopalatine gim.g1ion, from there
on out to the front mf the race, er it can pass back
wards to the geniculate g�nglion anµ from there t0 the
back of the head and the ear, through the great deep
petrosal nerve to the superior cervical sympathetic
ganglion and -from there to the cervical nerves for the
n�ek and �y the great super£1ci�l petresal nerve to the
g•rileulate genglion, and from there by either the cutan
eous branch of the faeial or by the tympani� nerve, while
a more rQ·und. about patp.way is tp.r�S!l the ·a:u:riculJir
branch of the vagus.
Proet-z ( 151} believe-a that a. certain not 1-nc_�nsid
·ra:bls proportion of hea:daeh-.s radiating to the occip-
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u.t_and diagnosed as sphe.nopalatine neuralgias are the::.
result of inflammation in the prevertebral space.

The

prevertebral space comes into relationship with the roots
of the second cervic�l nerves which terminate in the
occ ipi ta1· .nerves.
Sluder (145),

in 1922, described the nasociliary

headache in which the pain is localiz:ed to the small

area bounded by the supr13.cilia.ry ridge above, and the
nasal bewis belew.

Persky f1-4"4} stat8s it ts due t�

an irritation of one or more bra�hes of the anterior
etbmmid nerve.

A;nj inflamma�io� or pressur• al&ng the

course of the nerve, according to Tremble (140), may
cause the neuralgia.
Many observers have described a vacuum ·sinus head
acJ}.e in which closure oJ: the nasal opening of a sinus
leads
with

to partial absorption of the air into the sinus,
negative pressure and headache-.

It nas been des

c ribed for the sphe-noid and maxillary sinuses as well
iS

frontal sinus.

On the other hand, many otorhin•-

1.•gists doubt that there is little or ne experimental
evidence to support its occurrence.

Persky (144) des

cribes it a.s being du& to a1-terations of the va.scularity
of the nese, the accessory sinuses and their intercran
ia.l extensions.

Proetz (151) does not doubt the exist.

enc.e of positive and,:negative pressures in sinuses
where ostia qre blocked.

McLauren (143) theorizes
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that whether there is a vacuum or not, there w�uld cer�
ainly be certai:(l_.ly be a marked swelling- of the lining
mucosa th•t w�uld cause enough pull and also pessibly
suffieient direct pressure on the sensory nerve endings
to pr6duce paiR.
Sinus pain has been accepted for so long as one of
the eternal verities that very little investigating has
be�n done in reg•�d to it.

It appears that the sinus

linings are not as sensitive as th•y were thought to

be and that it requires something more than a little
pressure, a little fluid or a little swelling.to set
them aching.

Mc·:tuliffe's work ., whil-e defintte, is

limited stnce it cannot be �aid that the conditions of
the exparimeµt necessarfl.y resemble th�se set up �y
inflammatory precesses in ·the mucosa and the pePios.t
eum.

At present it seems likely that irritation of

the pain-sensitive structures w.t thin the nose and para
nasal regions b¥ inflammation and engorgement is one
mechanism producing headaehe.

The pain is referred to

those regiens of the head supplied by the sec&nd arid t-0
a less ex.tent b-y the first division of th� fifth cran
ial nerve.
From the variety of sources 1n the nose from which
headaches may arise it is ajparent that the treatment
must be directed te the cause.
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I. Pain In The Scalp And Neck
Pain in the scalp �'d nedl has been variously

termed as the indurative, nodular, m�scular, or rheu
matic type of headache.

It was pre-bably f'irst describ

ed by Schcnaich (152}, in 1615, who refers te heaful�hes
brought on b3 cold, arising in the pericranium and asse
ciation with tenderness there, and responsible fer pain
in the eyes and eyelids.

M0rgan (153}, in 1769, remark

ed that headache might be rheumatic, and was then due
to spasm of the cranial musculature, with resultant
ischemia.

The ps.in, according to Persky {144), usually

begins in the occipital region and may radiate toward
the back, the shoulde:r, and over the he.ad to ·the frontal
ya.egion.
But the term indurative headache expresses an att
ampt to characterize the mala4Y without committing
oneself to any �eory relative to its .cause or patho
logic mechanism.
S.ydell (154:)· states that the name is derived

from the 1'.>resence of indurated areas or nodules in the
cervical muscles.

The pa.in in the head 1s a result of

this nadul�r or spastic CQndttlon of the muscles, and
is clue tG a non-inflammatory pr()cess in the cervical
muscles, in contradistinction to inflammation as seen
in cervical fibrositis.
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The situation is further confused by the fact that the
pain of primary a.typical facial neuralgias may be l&c
ated in the sanie ar-eas as that ca.used by myalgia of thG
cervical muscles.
And so we rind that pain at th• base of the skull
can be explained, according to McLauren (143), vecy
definitely by irritation along the sensory branches of
the sphenopalatine ganglion, the pphthalmic division
of the trigem�nal, the alveolar nerves coming eff of
the infra�rbital, or the terminal branches of the
mandibular nerve.

He calls this a direct referfled pain,

and anat@micall:y tr;iced back the neurons with their

synapses to the pain center of the trigeminus in the
postcentral gyrus and possibly t0 oth�r areas in the
cortex of the brain.

Hence the pain ·stimulus .would be

carrie1 ta ,:;he pain center of the subeccipital region in
the postcentral gyrus and.result in pa.in in the sub�
acc.ipital region.•
But McLauren had no experimental basis for the
above statem&nts.

For McAuliffe, Geodell, and Wolff

(148), although stating tuat a com.�on site of headach•
with di�ase of the nasal and paranasal structures is
in the- b-a.ck of the head, ·found that sueh pain never
result�d by experimental stimulation for short periods
of any of the nasal or para.nasals struc ture.s.

,
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Eckardt, McLean ., and G�od•ll. {13$) :found that "in
duced extra-ecular muscle imbalances cause tenseness
and irritability., and eventt\ally headaehe with abnormal
electr0myegrams £rom the muscles of the scalp and neck.
Normally occurring muscle imbalances produce the same
sym.pt€1ms and the same

type ef myograms.

Further experimental studies along_ this -lin• have
been made by Sim0ns ., Day, Goodell ., and Wolff (155).
a'hey introduced an irritant

inte the conjunetival sac.

This caused caused certtraction of the &ea�p and neck
muscles and gave rise _to secondtaey pain- and paresthesia.
1n the scalp .and neck.
Abnorm.al1'y°' sustained contraction

or the external

ooular muscles _b-J;-ougp.� about by a plus 3 D vertical

prism in frent of the dominant eye was· found to caus•
sustained contraction in th� neck muscles followed by
pain in the neck- and shoulder.
It was found that in subjects with pan�inusitis
there was sustained con�ractien of neck or scalp muscles
with concomitant pain in the neck and over the back 0f
th• head.
To digress fo
- r a moment frem Simons I WG:Pk and take
up the ehara- c-t e_r-1 at i cs or muscular pain, Lew,i s ! 156 }
haa shown that �h• qn�lity of the pain prov�ked from som
�tic structures depends mor� on the structure stimulated
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than on -the na,ture of the s-tinnilus.

'fe p�-va1c• ·p�

he inJ•cted sma11 q�ant1ties er v�rious subst-ap,o•s into
such _:s_t:ri.te]�u.ns �s -muscle, tendon, and per(.-.et��•i._ -�nd
found tha t. in each structure the p�•.e•dti-ie ,g-ave. r-1 se te
pain which was char-aet.erist_ic of the. .st;.rueture..

In

psrticula:r, he- - toµnd tha.t·
_
·the p,ain produced by
in,.f•�ting: such substances into muscle is identical wi:th
th.a t' resulting .from mu.-se:ula-r contra-ctions under ischemic
cond.:. itions ,md t¥�{�.- �epr-esen..ts true muscle���·
Mu·acle p�n. is ref'e��� to a dist��e.
ari·s in:g from th•.- trape.-z:ius

\s.

Thus -pain:

u:_s.tlJllly rf3ferred t.e- the

.eceJp.ut.
feund that l!msc1es ]'.µ.-.diffuse pa�n which is referred.

ni�:

(11strubut1eri of the d-iffuse pain a.pp-ears to fel.low

a �pJ;na:L segme:ntal pattern, di1"f'er1rlg_ fr-om th.at' 0£ seg
nient.al inner_vation :�l' :!;_g�. skin.

R•�erred pain f'rom. mus

cle- is aa.soc-i.a.ted YI.1th _tende-rne-ss of the 9-!-�P struc:t�ure�.

if tftec region te-which pain is re£erred is anesth

§t.1z•� the t_enderne-ss is a.bol.ished bU:t tbe pain rem.-a ins
�1)..anged.

This suggest-ed te him that the p�in is ind•

pendent of se_nsory l-mpulses derived freni the r-egien cf"
f

re:erence.

He be'"lieve.s tha-t th-e ..m.ecllanism is due te

the fact that the im.pu+ses reep-enJible

for p-.ai� from

muscle .and from ether deep st�tures m.ay folle_w a- fi�al
cemmon path in the central nerveus system-. That p-al.ri from
.

.
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muscle is a.lw-ays a diffuse p �
_ !� mJ�t be expl.a.1.'ri� d: but
the pain fibers £rom the muscle h.8.v1ng diffuse instead
ol� accurate syna.ptical connec tlons with the central
nerveus syst"1ll.
Cy-?ia.x { 159:} f@un-d

-tnat.

sa._line i�jections inti>

muscle causes refer.red pa.in, which was confirmed by
Kell-!: (1-60}, whe a.lss fcund that. th� pa-in reaction
could be entirely abolished by anesthetiztng the prun�
a.ry :lesion

rn the cerv.ical muscles. nThis seemed te

ind1eate tha-t a n�rvous reflex 1s concerned in the p-ro
duc tteri or such 'PS,in-.
Lewis {161} has stAted that·muscles may be the s0uree
of pain and it was shGwn that tenderness af ter st♦ady
volun�acy contracti�n Qf two minutes duration, and tend
erness !n a. muscle, that- has-- b.eeri c�ntinuously c0ntract
�d .f-or he- urs or days, �a.y e-·trtlaat the actual contrae-tion
just as it d0ws after unaccust0med exercise.

Simons, Day, Goodell, and ·w:e1rr- {155) have fur_ther

observed that occupati.0nal habitual posture of th-e h!-&.i:'i
and the neck gives rise to p-a.fn and "stiffnes-s ihi th� neclr.
They feund that pa!n in the head, protI.uced by l} intra.
venous injecticns of histamine, 2J spin-al dr.a:thage, 3)
injections ef saline solut"ion into- the temporal muscle
or by pilinfu·l pressllre on tlle hMd, ca.used marked muscle
C-Qntraction and •��0ndatt pain in the neck.
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Campbell and Parsens (162) investigated referr.e-d
head Pa.in by saline .injections or needling into the
cervical and basieocipital. samites.

It was feund that

irritation·of structures in th& reg�on ef the occip�t•�
atlant-al conclyle and the first cervical interspa.ce post•
eriorly caused referred paia, whieh was predominantly
erbita.l and .frental.

From th� cervical interspinous

ligaments {second to fifth) pain was predominantiy occ
ipital and upper cervical, with 0nly oceasi�nal fr�ntal
reference •

I. nfiltration of t!':'i_gger spots with procaine

was uniformly successful in tempor�ily relieving R•in.
It new appears clear that p�i� is re.ferred from
the muscles, hewever, th• qu•�tion arises as to.whether
or not the pa1n may be due t-0 causes other than muscle
spasms.
Simons et �l. described the, pain as a deep steady
ache ra.therthan a throbbing ache -er a sharp brig_l}t �in,
�hich indicated that the pain was not vascular or cut�n
. us in origin.
eo
Seydell { 155) f-otind that mo�t p_atients wj. th iricltlr.:
ati ve headache seemed to b• hypersensitive to col4 and
h& felt, that sinee the vessels o.£ the skin contract
when exposed to cold, it wa.s likely .that a similar
centracti :n may take ulaoe in the vessels that supply
th• cePvical muscles.

And then pro1ong•d vasoconstrict-
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ion, by preduc;tp.g ise-hemia and anoxemia of the invelv
ed muscle, would cause an aecu.mu,lation ef metabmlic
waste products wliieh we.uld cause lecalize-d (n&du1ar)
or g�•ralized muscle contraction, p�oclu�lng _pain.
_Yet Bi$rma.n ( 16-2} blew air at 35 degr_.s -C�rftigrad:e
o-nto the calf- er the- leg f�;r- 90 minutes .and recorded a
.r-a11 in temperature of the muscle or 6.6 d8gre
. es Cent

igrade.
-.d.

Neither pain nor muscle contraction was observ-

SimGns {155) .f-ound that ergetamine t-art.r-ate had no

effect on this type •£ neck .o--r scalp pain.

There.fore,

it is unl±ke-l-y that- either vasocenst�iction er vaiutdj.l
atation per se are resP-efisible for muscle pain.
Simons et al. have also ebserved sustained centract
ion gr neck or scalp muscles w1th :p-a1n in subjects suff
er n0 -m1gr�1n• headache and emotional tension.

So tlJ•Y

cenclude that nexious attimulation o-.r the ne-ad or emot..:.
. nsi@n leads to re"{lex spasm of the. -sea1p and
1ona1 te

neck muscles.

This muscle tension may give rise to

uainful sensations in the shoulders, neek, and head.
• The

mechanism of this pain is sustained muscle cont-ract

ion.
Pollack (lll} states that whether this is�tr.ue .or
not, "it_ is -true tlia.t tn relation to the hes. d, subcut
aneous m0tor a.s well as subcutaneous sensory re.tlexs
ooeur in relation te pain. n
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Riley (164) has found in patients, wi�h sustained
contraction of the scalp and n43ck muscles, ,prc.lJfera.tive
foci of probably cennective tissue, with apparent di.r•et
irritation ·e.f the intrinsic afferent nerve �pply Gf'
the muscle and the ·.p.r���tio-n of a muscle spasm with

pun.

Hadden (165-) says that whera occ1.pital nerv�,s pen

etrate tendin0us portions of the trapezius, if involve-d
in cht!�nic Inflammat&ey reactions, such as f1bresitis,
pain may bee i'efe.P�ecd

Re

te

any point 0f their distrjbution.

feels that trauma t& th& head also accounts for a l

large numbar of such heada-0h�s.

As a result of a blow

on the vertex wit.h consequent henia.toma, t-he blood tends
to gravitate down ����gh the areolar tissue of the scalp
and -ap_pear-s to beeome arrested in the suboceipital �eg1�¥
and t0 ·$et up nerve irritation.

Antidr0minie impulses

m•y be respQnsible f�r the release of the chemical sub�
stance n�cessary fer stimulation of �ensory nerve end
ing� and this e�cess of chemical substance l?) may then
stimulate the endings of the trigemintl-1 which overlap
in the scalp, with reaulting-:�in in the facial area.
Campbell and Parsons (162) have further observed
the resemblance of the subjective states pre$leed in
occipital he-a.-diches te the pest�traumat1c .!thea.d" syn•
drome.

The proffilcticm � haa<l pa n ,frem disease of the
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:M..rvical., truirae:ic,. -and e-v_a n 1.Ul?l��a.e�a.)., portions-- oi'
the spi�-• is -explained as b-eµig- du• to hyperextensi0n

of the- l�ng axial back mu-sel:es, with -tract-ion on th�_lr
col-;[�g_en9µs attachments tc:, the occi:dti�l pEJ-Ption o:f the.
c r_an UUl'l •
Sttnsory impulses frem the dee__p sub9�ipita:L mua0-les
reach the upper· tw-o cervical. segments ef the spinal
cord and here may become a.sseciated synaptic�l.y:with
the spinal tra.ct and the nucleus of the t�igeminal nerve.
This may suggest a mechanism f'or anterie-,r hltad pain.
Als@, the olose tun�ti&nal int.er.play between �he
muscles of the eyes and the �oster�or aervi�al muscles
provides an explanation for the equ1libratory disturbance�
seen in cases of the post-�traumatic syndroni• in whieb
f

d�t!.P nJJ.C-�l -pain Jfu<i spasm of c ir:v¾ciil_ muscl�s are-- pl-O
m1n-e-nt teachers.

Muscle spasm, whatever its -e-ause can

p.r-0v_id• .the start-in-g point for a viciaus C'Yet:l.e�-,.bee-:aas/i
the pain nrodue�d giva-s rise :t'ef;l�x:-ly to fu'I'ther spasm.
The issue is net �lear. Let us m�p•..ly say that nead
ache may be caus�d

qy irritation cf occipital and upp•�
c

ee_rvie.a1 nf.}rve s or th$ necJ and r-eferred t� the tr,:.gem

inal dist ribution.

Thi� may pe due tG tr�ition, displac•

me-nt, inflammati�m, aruLpressure upon these nerves.

Pain

may a-lso be referr·� i a:tr:ect1.-y from the m11scles of the
�k du� to spasm end contraction.
sec�nd:acy

Tb.ts is usuaJ.li

to pain e-ls�w:li�re �ch as :1n th• eye, nos�, and

p-ara.nasa.l. structures.
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J. Psycbeg�n�c Headache
The term

11

psychege-nJc heada.ch_e" is th-. m.el ting

p.ot i:rtte which ts thrown m.any e:f :the pains ili the head,
or en :.in ord·e.-r to cover a ls.ck of underst�ding of
the true natul!'e r:if the he-adarihe.

That the-re ls :such

a clinical enttty is true, fer Spriggs {110) round
that 500 unselected cas-es in_. which hea 'laclle wa·s the. chief
cor.1pl.s.int the oitf¢.n w-as functfona_l in 203.

To more

elearly de.f1ne it:s nrecnan}sm, we must leek for actual
physiological abnormalities and attempt t0 discover what
biGlogical processes have gone astray:.
Such n1u.4ru}hes,Draper (166} states,are o.ften d•t,�
scribed as _a "band ar.G>'l'lrtd the head". It is worse in
the morning and ts occasionallj �ictured as ir the t�p
ef t

10'

lies.a

were· epeni!lg and shutting.

P�ycruigentc headaches are often s@en in pavclw
neuroses and not �11f�e:que.ntly in the psy-c)1�ses, especial
ly in pJyehotic deP-� essiOn$.
0

May•r-�rcass (16"'1) has :round

that- in early- sc.hlz$phr�1f1!i- there is o.ften insomnia and
headache is commonly c�mplained or.

Draper (166} states

that in hysteria the headache is lthown as "-cla:vus n •
which means a sens&tion as ihougb, a nail was betng driv
en int:e thetop- of the head.

The pa_tien:t sometimes �ays

that the he9.d feels tta.s if' hit with a .hammer". He be
lieves that are e.ften repressed c�nfl.icts and�..h atreds
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in the.

.bac�ro-�._.

Me-rJ). d person litj·e-$ and recidi

vi·sts, especis.j:J.y am(1)µg chil-d:uen-, will r.eso-r.t -t-e hee;d;.;.

aches as a m·eans- @f' sympathy at!� getting · wnat -they
want.

The st,-ca:lle.d pa.ye�lgi..JA.4. are otherwis-• known

as mind 'Pc!li--na or sGul. pa'ins and ref-:tilr to str-e-s'-s in the
hea-d -or rs.ce attending mental eff"qrt.

- -The-i

are seen in.

those w.ho a:re under c rmsi-derabl.e emotional :&-t-veas p�
icula.rlt as :a· resll.�t e.:f -deep seated e-onflicts, anxi•ties,
werr-tes, and di.aappcint�nts.
Curran (168) beli.eves that wheth�r or not a

headache· 1.s a paye!)±.atric p.r.�blem u.-.p:-eii:ds .on whe-th�r X:t
can be attribu,:t:e-d directly t� impersonal :pbyjj1cal .f.a<rto:r:s_
or whe-th"r it is th-ec resul-t- of diso:r.d-e�s o-r the
l"icrsonalit_j as a whole.
He has found that h�adach•- 1s often subject!vely
.e%perienc•d
when
ther·e is a threat to the pe-rsonality
'
.

.

-or a n up-ae.t er the sense or .well-being;�

The _p1Jyeb:1atri.c

hea.,1a.che is eha.ract.erj_stic of' the per_sonality 0f the
suffer-er. Th-e- 'Q])ic�il. feature 0f which ·1s the ,,inilrject.,.

cal.a�

ive •�!'rience of the quS:1-1:ty o-f what -�.ght ber1closeness 1t ,·
porsonalify:.

as

nposed

t-o

�l!-fflJto-�es.s_tt,

to

the-

The tunctional headach• .is typified by an

u�p:1•'8::��nt exp��ience wLth. a spe�ial p•rs�l�

s�wJi

eance, whereas th� rr..gimic headache is ch&ra-e:terized
�7 a s�ns.ocy perc�ption wh.-ich is net- g�r:mane te .a per-
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sonal attitude of the p_atient.
is

a

The :functional headache

se1•et1ve disturbance or funetio�, usually dif.fuse

in l0eatlon but sometim�s tr-0:ntal, which is influenced
by ps-yehe-lEtgic events. Included; among ,the- associated
conditions that should suggest tha:t a headache h� pa.rt
01.' a p�e}J.i-a:t:r>ic syndrome are schizepnrenia, a-ffective
reactions, anxiety,,,. end hysteria.

Functtonal he;ada.ch♦s

have been consitlered by some to be dep$nd•�t on, or
the result_.s of, the- physiolog.ic changes acc.�mpanyi�g.
emoti�nal disturbance.
Although the grey matter itself is not sensitive
to e-rd.1¥u stimuli, Draper {16G) post6lates that i�
may: perceive pain 1nde_p-•ndent�y of -1ts sensitive coveP
ings· and if so, a true functional headache may have its
seat in the sensorium.
anism in such cases�

He formull.ted an anatomic m�ch
the i$plied emotional state ln

velves a. consci(1)Us pe-rce.ptien hmlicating t}le Q:.�r�b-ra1
cert-ex.

Path�ys from here descend t -o the hypothalamic

area where o-ent-ers dom�nating the sympathetic a.nd pa.ra
s.ympath�tic systems are ·located and where pa-tterns of
the ex
. t�rnal •.xpressi@n of em0�ion� bQth visceral and
somatic, are determined.

As a re-sU:1t, thereI'ere, of

emotional conflict, wide-sprttad muscle ten_sion and spec
ific crrurial sacral and tho_raeolmnbar p.he-:nome-n.a occur ,_
includ:tng vascular el:):anges in the head r_eSl.llt.1ng in
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assoc iatsd ;hsada�b,e.
Gittings {16�) constd�rs the functional type 6f

head'lche ·as due to transient dis.turba.nees of- vaso-metor
origj_n in the brain, meninges, .g�I!gli.on·s, or nerve
sheaths, either m-igranous or a11ergio

in

character.

He

does not "believe that these peri�dic he-:aqae-�e'@: are- d'ue
to locai irritation of_ the nerve endings in the nos- e,
sinuses, teeth, etc., but rather du� t� cireulatory
changes of some type in tM br-ain or nieri:i_ngfls.

As far as migraine itself' is eQnc.e.�ed Wilber {r70)
n0ted that attacks re_sulte-d from emotion of a
distress-ing nature, or in some patients were- assoc½a.tetl
with str0ng feelings of repressed ;uilt arising from
hosti.le sentiments, �gainst- -p-e-- rsons w'ith whGnl

th�y were

in clQ_ se arfective relat1$ns�1p.
Draper (166) state•· that migrain• may repnesent
a.n attempt; of the patient te rta;brea(?;t'!_icn a ft,rm which
the patient can �ccept e-ensciousl::, t'a.ntastes whte� must
n0t re:ac:h consciousness.

The hea.da,ch-e is a so.ma·t;.;.

is n0rtray-a� of t-b.e ·mental co.n:flict and of the repress
ion taJ,..i_n g place.
a disgu1..sed orgasm.

Finafl-.1', the li'dg;r.a�� headache may be
The l.ibide is nreverrted by

-.p.s.yc- hlc inhibiticms from ta.kJng i:ts normal course.
Wolff (1-71) fQu� that, in 3eneral, susta1nec1

9.6

bition, imd-�iety abeut f'�ly, i'lntincia.1. or per
shnal ai9e_-dri�y, to which :migat be added an uns-at'is-f-ac t,_ery: sex_ lif.e, !!I>Peal"'e.d

to i'urni..sh optimal cond-itions

in th�se 3ubjee�s for �h� pr��lpitati�n 0£-attaeks ef
-il1:-gra1�,.

W0cl-ff feels that with 5nee; al pra(M.,spou ti-en- and

psyeh�bilogic jqu_ipm_ent that t�nds to create sustained
pe�nicfints emot.iQna:1 states and .fatigue, it may be
r�asenab-1e t(i) p�stu1ate that .labile physiol�g-\c m�eh
arii sms wi.thiri the cranium:. �ar• set off •ndi_n-g 'in th•
nilg_rainoua at:ta-ek.

.

It is n-e-w generally rec:&� zed

·that- bedllf cli�_
es a.re accompaniments of st�ng etoot·-ion �nd stres�. �ng_ the mere i�portant phe1>-ome�� a•sociated with th� :atta�� 0f migraine are the ��g•� �rt
the calib-er -of the b.J$o(l vessels giving rts• � .fac-ial
p�ll0r or r-lushing and s�nsations g� chilliness. It is
,.
also km,wn_ that any a1t-e-ra."tions 1-n the lumens of -th•
cranial

bl.ood_ vessefl--s� espec-ially th9se 111 :the 'bl:>gi-�

cov-eri�__gs may give ri_se to pjt_jn, ,preau.mab);_y_- i'r�m S"t1-nl.�
ulatton -0£-- aft~e-�ent nerve ending�- a.p�ut the111.

Thu:•, p•P�

haps, t-h• end s�·ps 1n the proeesses :l-,ading te the att
ack 11j¥•l.-v-e cranial bloo_q vessels and se-n-sory _pathw�s.

In addition, and oft•n lmle�ndintly or th1 styp!) of sen

sat,j;9p, excessive or sustained contract on.

0-:f

the mu�_cles
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and scalp :maybe a faet�r 1n the disc©mfcr.t • .

Fenten (172) has ebserv- ed local va.somott>r changes
in the er13ctile tissues of the nose a:s accompanim.ents
of stress, exhaustion, anxie�y, sexual excitem�nt, and
various emotional states.

Pl!D bab�y such v�iati.ons a.re

nQt ordinarily associated with symptoms, but if th•re

is inflammation due to infection, these eh�s:es enter
awar-ene s s
The furteti�n�l h$adaehe, it seems, is a part of the
fie1-d o_:f medicine :knewn as -psy--eh-,somatic :med1�1ne.

Pain

is felt that involves both emot1�nal and physical mech
anisms.

Th-e individual pa-tient 1$ invalved--these two

factors influencing the other.

Psychel:o-gy:, psyahiatn,

�d: physiolGgy will need te be correl.ated w}th dem<tn� "
s.'!;.rttble eft'ects on the whale bedy syst.m:. bef•re the m.,-ch
anism 0f funot-ion�l er p _ay.che�n1c- neadach� can
understeod.

It can be d�scribed sub-jectively;

be
until the

1'unct1cmal ahd somatic abnomal�ties are integrated 1t""
C'3.nnot be understood.

Only the beg_inn.lng11 .of sueh ·in

ve·s-tigat.1•�• have been ce-_mpleted-.-the se are ce1?t.ainly
not con.elusive.
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The

3.:fter-atu-re has been r&Vi-ewed in_ an att-empt•

te- arial.y:�e the basic neurophysielogie m.echan1 sm,s er
=headache. 'I'he fo11-ewints: e-oncepts or- th-e= causation

�r erau!�11)_a-1--n

are

w0rtnx

of repetinion:

l. Cranial pa,;tn�sensitive structures are
the venous sinuses, the d'tfral, int•rnal
car&tid, :basilar-and verteb1>al arteries,
e.er-ebral _:trterie s and parts of th• dura
at th� base, the fifth, ninth, tenth;cra
nlal and upp�r c�rvical nerves.
2� Orani_a.1 p.ain p!'tn.:WJtys are primarj;ly
the filth, ninth, tenth c�anial and upp
er cervical nerves.
3. -Trs.-ct.!011:*' o.isplaeement, di"st-entien _. and
inflainm.ati@n ©f pain-sensitive st:ructur:es
are- ba_sic m•eh,an1 sms ca.u siD;g hea-da.che- .-_
4. Dec�s�d o-r 1.ncr_e·ased . ntracwlal
pr.es:sure d§H�s no:t, oa.u.:se. headG.che per se.
5. .&a.dq_-ehes hs.v-e 1.i ttl� �pee if!c l.JJ c'il;_-' i
z:ing value for- 1n tra.cn:•a.�a.l le s ons.
6. Histam1ne and fever head�che• are due
·to d1:1ata.tion of -pA.in,,;._sen$it1ve arte-rtes
at the bap of' the h:ra i�_;:___ :in:tern-al c-a.r0"."'
ttd, ve:rt-ebral, and basila:r a.r-te:.ri:es.;
0

!J. }J!1gI""aine and hypertensive- h-e ::a:d1tches are
due t◊ diiatati0n ef pa;n-sensi�ive
branches- 0-f the external, carotid artery.

a.

Reflex hea.�a-en(l_ � may -.t>e ca.u:se-u: �t. im
pu.tse:s p'l.ss-ing �-�gh e:f-r-,rrent (?·}
-fiber,s of the autanomic _$Y�tem to_ the t.Pi
g,mlna;t nerv• arni thence---�,- the- �perf1c
i�1 t-issu�s. of th• head-· whe�e th�y. are-interpreted as n-ai:n.

9. Lesiens 5:>f -tbe eye c-aus� lle_ad�h•s by
tr.a,c.t;;Jon, dtsplaeemijnt, A-rsten_tX.on-, or W::.;.

-
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fla.mmation 0f r>ain-sanaitive ·structures
and are referrliid thGugh· the trigemina1
nerve.
10. Irr.itation of -pain-sensitive structures
within the nose and p�ra,na.sal regions by
inflannua.t1on er engorg.emen,t refers_pain
i_TIJP'tllses thriti-gh the trigein�nal nerve.
ll� .Hea-dJi.che in the �calp and necij: is due
to !tTitation of occipital and-upper
cervical- nerves or pain re.f.err-ed from
muscle in spasm.
12. P�yehegenic head1che is an 1nt�gral
pa:rt of p,aybhosGmatic medicine and must
be .m.ierpreted as- suet •

-1.00
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